Soaring twin spires proclaim the special role of Saint Martin’s Episcopal Church as a beacon of peace and inspiration amid a densely urban environment. Its monumental presence fits well among neighboring high-rises, while its solid brick walls insulate it from city sounds. Architects created a refined blend of crisp Acme Brick to carry the weight and rise of the formal Gothic design and to provide delicate shifts in color to express historical details and patterns.

“We worked closely and extensively with Acme Brick to get the custom brick blend just right for this Gothic-inspired modern building. We collaborated to create both a strong, solid line for such a tall building and subtle variations in color for warmth and richness, which tied-in well with the church’s original brick structures. The custom blend also allowed for corbelling, basket weave patterns, and other details that recall brick churches of long ago in Germany. Using shaved bricks, we even created true load-bearing arches—over 200!”

—John Clements, AIA, Principal, Jackson & Ryan Architects

Please visit us on the internet: www.brick.com or check the phone directory to contact your local Acme Brick Co. sales office. Or please call 1-800-792-1234.
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Regional Inflections

The jurors’ distinctive voices added an incorporeal dimension to their comments

THIS year’s Design Awards jury offered a study in regional vernacular, but not the architectural kind. It was their voices that fixed them to identifiable places on the map and hinted at the experiences that frame their sensibilities. Their two days of discussions was an aural feast for those in the room, with their unique inflections and cadences adding an incorporeal dimension to their comments. Schwartz, the consummate New Yorker, reveals his origins with each dropped “r.” Trahan’s Louisian roots are evident in his measured, mellifluous drawl. Machado, though he emigrated from Buenos Aires four decades ago, still retains the rapid, clipped cadence of a native Porteño.

Reviewing the 248 Design Award submittals took up half of the jury’s first day, with 73 projects remaining for the second round. By that point the jurors already were in agreement that three projects were definite winners—Floating Box House by Peter L. Gluck and Partners, Architects; Footbridge by Miró Rivera Architects; and Methodist Healthcare Ministries by Kell Muñoz Architects.

While they commended the Floating Box House for its “powerful presence” and the Methodist Foundation Headquarters for its “spiritual essence,” the jurors were especially effusive in their praise of the Footbridge. (If only you could have heard their distinctive voices…)

“I think this one is as close as one can get to a masterpiece.” Machado said. “With all due respect, it’s not a word I use too often. I think it is profoundly creative. Very fresh, unique, and memorable. I think it is an exquisite piece of architecture and I think it’s going to last in peoples’ imaginations as one of those rare moments when something new and fresh is done. It’s superb.”

Schwartz agreed: “I think the jury, while we couldn’t give the grand award, all agreed that this was a project that elevated architecture to art and art to architecture. This is a magnificent project that shows the role of architects in art and infrastructure, architects in the making of art. Beautifully conceived, beautifully detailed. Relates to nature but holds its own as architecture and sculpture and engineering. I would say this is a type of project that any architect should aspire to. To me, it would be a national treasure in relationship to perhaps Faye Jones’ work in the sensitivity of using materials. This is a project that all of Texas should be proud of. I just think this thing is incredible.”

And Trahan was equally laudatory: “I can’t say enough about this project. I’m intrigued with it because the reeds that inform this project have kind of a segmentation to them much like deformed rebar. I think of this bridge similar to the construction of a footing or a concrete beam where you use these stirrups to tie the major bars and the way these stirrups begin to randomly protrude upward and downward. And the intriguing thing about those that cantilever downward is the way they reflect in the water. And, of course, these gentlemen were brilliant in their photography, in the way it was photographed—I think it was a white swan in front; that delicate, soft, natural aspect in contrast to these rough-textured, rusting bars. It’s just beautiful.”

The jurors also agreed that Texas architects have designed a great number of excellent projects, and that is manifest in the large number they awarded—23 with Design Awards and seven with Studio Awards. The projects will be celebrated during the TSA convention scheduled Nov. 2-4 in Dallas.

STEPHEN SHARPE

TA Staff Update

With the hiring of Andrea Exter as associate publisher, the magazine staff is back to full strength. She began duties Aug. 1, and soon became immersed in production of this edition. Her position requires project management skills as well as a high level of technical proficiency to build the ad pages from the digital files sent by advertisers. Andrea, a native of Lubbock, holds a degree in journalism from UT Austin and comes to TA from O’Connell Robertson and Associates where she coordinated marketing efforts for the firm with offices in Austin and San Antonio.

And if you think this edition seems particularly hefty, you’re right. The 120 pages represents a number not seen since the mid-1980s. While this doesn’t break any records for Texas Architect, my survey shows this edition having the third-most pages in TA’s history. (With 150 pages, the May/June 1986 “Texas Sesquicentennial” edition still holds the record.) The combination of three factors resulted in this extra-large volume—features on 23 Design Award-winning projects; distribution at TSA’s 67th Annual Convention & Expo in Dallas; and the many advertisers who want to reach the readers of this “Design Awards” edition.

Also, because this edition took extraordinary efforts to publish, the staff wishes to thank Teresa Sansone Ferguson and Andi Beierman for helping with production. Taking on the responsibilities of interim associate publisher, Teresa worked on the July/August edition and trained Andrea. Andi assisted Ashley St. Clair, TA’s art director, to lay out features and other pages. She also wrote the Backpage article that closes this edition.

The jury singled out Miró Rivera Architects’ Footbridge for particular praise. The project on Lake Austin, featured in the May/June Texas Architect, also received a 2006 AIA Small Projects Award.
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TSA Announces 2006 Honor Awards

AUSTIN The Texas Society of Architects has announced its annual Honor Awards to recognize significant contributions to the architectural profession and the quality of the built environment. The Honor Awards will be presented during the TSA annual convention scheduled Nov. 2-4 in Dallas.

The TSA Medal for Lifetime Achievement in Honor of Llewellyn W. Pitts FAIA will be presented to Frank D. Welch, FAIA, of Frank Welch & Associates in Dallas.

A native of Sherman, Welch earned his degree in architecture from Texas A&M University before spending a year in France on a Fulbright Scholarship. He worked for O’Neil Ford and Richard Colley prior to establishing his own one-man office in Odessa in July 1959. A year later he moved his office and family to Midland over the years where he mentored a stream of interns who later went on to establish their own exceptional design practices. Frank Welch & Associates relocated to Dallas in 1984.

“For several decades Frank D. Welch, FAIA, has been the embodiment of the highest achievements of Texas architecture and of architectural practice,” wrote W. Mark Gunderson, AIA, in a letter recommending Welch for the award. “His singular example is reassuring to architects across the state in the breadth of concerns which he brings to his practice.”

“His works are handsome, intelligent, polite to the people they serve, rooted in place and history, and they visibly enjoy the passage of sunlight. The baton of regional modernism was passed to Frank Welch, and he has advanced it far down the track, setting the pace for the rest of us,” wrote Max Levy, FAIA, in a separate letter.

Welch received TSA’s John Flowers Award in 2003 for his writing, and his architectural work has been recognized by numerous TSA Design Awards, including the 25 Year Award in 1997 for The Birthday, a small weekend retreat in Sterling County. Also, his firm was honored in 1998 with the TSA Firm Award. He has served as a contributing editor to Texas Architect since 1998. His book, Philip Johnson & Texas, was published in 2000 by the University of Texas Press.

Oglesby • Greene was named as recipient of the 2006 TSA Firm Award. The firm’s origins date to 1950 when Enslie “Bud” Oglesby established his own architectural practice. The firm changed its name to the Oglesby Group in 1968 and set up new offices in downtown Dallas where it continues operating in the same location. James “Jim” Wiley joined Oglesby in 1954 and retired as a senior partner in 1996. In 1995, the firm merged with the Office of Graham Greene and was renamed Oglesby • Greene.

Today the firm is co-owned and led by Joe M. McCall, FAIA, and Graham Greene, AIA. Their projects are notably diverse in program and type, and have included schools, healthcare facilities, houses of worship, corporate headquarters, municipal buildings, as well as many residences. The firm has garnered more design awards from AIA components than any other firm in the Dallas/Fort Worth area, and prides itself for an ongoing history of incubating young talent. The many young architects who have worked there include Max Levy, Ron Wommack, Cliff Welch, Juris Laivins, Greg Ibañez, Kurt Goll, David Farrell, Frank Rayburn, Tuck Henry, Dick Clark, Jim Wright, Downing Thomas, and Dale Selzer.

Among the firm’s recent work is Dallas Public Library’s, West Love Field Branch (under construction); Texas Discovery Gardens (Phase II under construction); Dallas Police Memorial; and Anjuman-E-Najmi Islamic Mosque and School.

Philip C. Henderson, FAIA, owner and principal of Philip C. Henderson Architect, will receive the TSA Award for Community Service in Honor of James D. Pfluger FAIA. Henderson has enhanced the community through projects focusing on the urban environment and social care efforts. The award recognizes a TSA member, firm, or chapter for extended commitment to community service or significant contribution evidenced in positive impact on urban, environmental, or neighborhood issues.

Barry M. Moore, FAIA, with Gensler and the University of Houston, is the recipient of the TSA Award for Outstanding Educational Contributions in Honor of Edward J. Romine-Faia, which is awarded to an architectural educator for distinguished achievement. Moore

“Honor Awards” continued on page 22
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Rehab of Historic ‘Rock Ranch’ Recognized by Preservationists

Wise County In his essay “The Necessity for Ruins,” J.B. Jackson writes of the importance of an “interval of neglect” in the history of a built object or landscape. “Ruins,” he notes, “provide the incentive for restoration, and for a return to origins.” While the old adage – we only miss things once they are gone – may very well be true, Jackson proposes that we also can appreciate things while they are here and take action before those things are lost forever.

Preservation Texas is dedicated to that idea. The Austin-based non-profit group aids the often complicated and expensive preservation process by building partnerships between government and other organizations to protect irreplaceable examples of the state’s built environment. Best known for its annual “Most Endangered Places” list that identify sites at the greatest risk of being lost, Preservation Texas also recognizes projects that demonstrate creative solutions for the rehabilitation of historic structures. Its 2006 Historic Rehabilitation Award recognizes the renovation of a Civil War-era stone dwelling near Decatur, a project recently completed by Dallas-based architect Stephen B. Chambers, AIA.

The current owner is the grandson of a Wise County rancher who took possession of the four-room structure a century ago. He contacted Chambers after realizing time was running out for the deteriorating stone structures his family had always referred to as “Rock Ranch.” Having been mostly abandoned for 40 years, there was considerable work to be done. The two men developed a course of action to adapt the house into a weekend retreat by preserving the buildings and the isolated rural environs while making minimal architectural interventions that wouldn’t compromise the rustic experience.

The exterior’s simple formal massing was essentially left unaltered. According to Chambers, the original stonework was in remarkably good condition despite its considerable age. Framed by the remains of a ruined stone wall of a neighboring barn, the complex seems to inherently belong in the landscape where it exists, in part because it is built of native limestone quarried from natural outcroppings less than 300 feet away. The roughness of the masonry still bears the dimpled evidence of the hands and simple tools that carved it. As with many examples of early Texas architecture, ornament is not lacking but it is simplified. Take for example the detailing around the “Gothic” attic window. Rather than the ornate carving that more skilled stonemasons might have wrought, the opening was instead emphasized by a pattern of “dimples” drilled into the face of the stone by hand with a bow drill. The elegance and economy of this solution is made all the more apparent by the restrained massing of the structure itself, which was preserved with only a small stone lean-to shed added to enclose an air conditioning unit and a water heater.

The house consists of three square rooms on the ground floor with a fourth room located upstairs above the central room. The floors and ceiling structures were carefully numbered, removed, rebuilt, and reinforced. A thin layer of rigid insulation was added under the new shingle roof made of wallaba (a type of naturally fireproof wood) and air conditioning ductwork was buried below the new wood floor (the original flooring having rotted beyond repair). Interior walls of plastered rubble were stabilized and electrical conduit was chiseled in and plastered over as needed. The rough-hewn ceiling structure was illuminated from below with inconspicuous cable lighting that highlights the texture while providing the interior with a warm glow.

Chambers also converted one other building on the site. Originally built as the stone base for a water storage tank, this structure was converted into the bathroom facilities for the house. By choosing the outhouse option, the formal purity of the main house was preserved and none of the four rooms needed to be subdivided to provide a bathroom. More importantly, locating the toilet facilities outside ensured that today’s occupants maintain a level of historical accuracy that connects them to the day-to-day existence of the house’s original inhabitants. While they might curse this level of connection on cold or wet evenings, the current occupants will experience the essence of what makes this project unique.

History has not been sanitized here, and the evidence that the house was built 150 years ago by resourceful individuals with limited technical means is ever-present. At the same time, the project provides a compelling opportunity for a family to temporarily remove itself from the complexities and noise of the modern world. While at Rock Ranch, family members immerse themselves in a different time and in a different place where they can appreciate the rustling of wind through oak trees and contemplate a shadow moving across a limestone wall.

J. Brantley Hightower

Information on Preservation Texas’ other awards and its “Most Endangered Places 2006” list is available at www.preservationtexas.org.
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Houstonians Rally to Preserve Theaters

HOUSTON When the Greater Houston Preservation Alliance (GHPA) added two Art Deco theaters to its “most endangered” list in July, there was an unprecedented outcry to save the buildings from being razed. The response has been unique for Houston, where land value is king and buildings, the bearers of history and identity-of-place, are expendable. Within 10 days, more than 20,000 people had signed an online petition in support of GHPA’s actions to preserve the theaters.

Tenants of the River Oaks Shopping Center were told by Weingarten leasing agents that the northeast corner of Shepherd and Westheimer would be razed to make way for a new restaurant and a multi-story structure for a Barnes & Noble (current occupant of the Alabama Theater further south on Shepherd; see below) with a parking garage behind. A residential high-rise is projected for the theater site. Weingarten’s scheme, in drawings seen by the Chronicle, are by the Houston firm Hermes Architects, the designers of the Venetian-themed Portofino Shopping Center on Interstate 45 near The Woodlands.

Built in the late 1930s, the River Oaks Center long complex, proceeding to the theater building by 2008. Tenants were told that the northeast corner of Shepherd and Westheimer would include a site for a new restaurant and a multi-story structure for a Barnes & Noble (current occupant of the Alabama Theater further south on Shepherd; see below) with a parking garage behind. A residential high-rise is projected for the theater site. Weingarten’s scheme, in drawings seen by the Chronicle, are by the Houston firm Hermes Architects, the designers of the Venetian-themed Portofino Shopping Center on Interstate 45 near The Woodlands.

Weingarten bought the center in 1971. Designed by Dallas architect W. Scott Dunne and built in 1939, the Alabama Theater was converted in 1989 for use as a Bookstop. Tenants were notified this summer that the owner was considering demolishing the shopping center.

The Alabama Theater, built in 1939, has been a Bookstop store since 1989, and was acquired by Barnes & Noble about 1998. The thoughtful adaptive use retains the colorful, molded plaster low-relief sculptures on the interior. If the bookstore is relocated to River Oaks, the Alabama shopping center (relatively small but sited on choice property) possibly could not resist redevelopment pressures, hence its endangered listing by the GHPA.

At this writing, Weingarten Realty has declined to publicly announce its plans, but released the following statement to news media: “We have made a significant investment in developing, managing and maintaining this property to be an asset to our community. As a responsible public company with roots in, and a commitment to Houston, we will continue to manage this asset with great care, taking into account its history and future. We do not comment on market rumors and have no additional information or comments to provide at this time.” Despite the official statement, Weingarten’s leasing agents notified tenants in July that demolition was being considered.

The strong and prompt public response to the potential loss of these landmarks is reassuring to advocates for the preservation of the city’s historic structures. The outcry may indicate that locals finally seem to be recognizing the impact of buildings and places on their quality of life. More than a sentimental preservationist issue, this may herald the beginnings of a deeper appreciation for the presence of history.

GERALD MOORHEAD, FAIA
Our founders had a vision.

In 1965, our founders started a Texas engineering firm with a single vision. Theirs would be a firm built upon a foundation of excellence. The highest quality work. Strong roots in the community. Going above and beyond to make certain they met and exceeded expectations on every project. Now, more than forty years later, their small business has grown into one of the largest and most trusted civil engineering firms in South and Central Texas. And the vision has never changed.
S.I. Morris (1914-2006)

The dean of Houston's architecture community, Seth Irwin Morris Jr., died Aug. 1 at the age of 91.

From 1938, when Morris and F. Talbott Wilson Jr., formed the architectural practice that became Wilson, Morris, Crain & Anderson, until his retirement in 1986 from what became Morris Architects, S.I. Morris ranked as one of Houston's best-known architects, although he routinely insisted that he designed very few buildings. S.I. Morris, familiarly known as “Si” (as in rhymes with “sigh”) built an architecture practice attuned to the dynamics of Houston's entrepreneurial economy. From the 1940s to the 1980s, the buildings Morris' firms produced repeatedly were recognized by TSA and AIA Houston for design excellence.

S.I. Morris was born in Madisonville in 1914 and grew up in Houston. He graduated in 1935 from the Rice Institute's architecture program, then worked for two years for Burns Roensch before joining his ex-Rice classmate Talbott Wilson in starting their firm. After wartime service in the U.S. Navy, Morris resumed practice with Wilson and a third partner, B.W. Crain Jr. in 1946. In 1953, Ralph Anderson Jr., who had been with the firm since 1948, became the fourth partner.

In his anecdotal history of the Morris firm, John Wiegman, FAIA, described Morris's network as encompassing key partners in the Vinson & Elkins law firm and the First City National Bank, trustees of the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston (of which Morris served twice as president), mayors of Houston, county judges and commissioners of Harris County, and the general contractor Warren S. Bellows. Connected with the Republican Party of Texas when the state was still solidly Democratic, Morris got the job for Houston's Central Post Office in 1962 during the Eisenhower administration.

His connections to ex-Harris County judge Roy Hofheinz and to First City Bank Chairman Bill Kirkland resulted in Wilson, Morris, Crain & Anderson’s collaboration with Lloyd, Morgan & Associates on the design of the Astrodome (1965). Two of Houston’s major corporations — Houston Lighting & Power Company and the Houston Post — built headquarters designed by Wilson, Morris, Crain & Anderson in the late 1960s. In the early 1960s the firm began to produce office buildings for investment builder Gerald D. Hines.

The loss of one important job — the First City National Bank Building in downtown Houston — to Skidmore, Owings & Merrill in 1958 demonstrated Morris’s genius for turning adversity into opportunity. After being passed over for the commission, he agreed to associate with SOM, an association repeated for both SOM’s Great Southern Life Insurance Building (1965) and, crucially, Hines’s first big downtown building, One Shell Plaza (1971). The local associate role (which included affiliations with Johnson/Burgee on Pennzoil Place, Post Oak Central, and Transco Tower for Gerald D. Hines Interests) enabled Morris’s firm to compete locally because, as Eugene Aubry once wryly noted, WMCA appropriated SOM’s detailing.

In 1972, Morris dissolved Wilson, Morris, Crain & Anderson. With Aubry, whom Morris had recruited in 1970, the brilliant interior designer Sally Walsh, and another gifted design partner, John E. Bertini, Morris ensured that the work of the new firm, S.I. Morris Associates, exhibited a design profile that matched the bold scale of projects pouring into the firm’s office. KPRC Channel 2 Studio on the Southwest Freeway (1970), the Jesse H. Jones Central Library (1975), the Prudential Insurance Co. Building (1977), the Glassell School of the Museum of Fine Arts (1978). One Riverway (1978), the Brown & Root Southwest Houston Office Building (1980), and First City Tower (1981) are icons of this expansive era in Houston’s history. The firm (subsequently Morris*Aubry Architects) also designed major high-rise buildings in Austin, Midland, Beaumont, Corpus Christi, and Victoria.

Morris combined aggressive pursuit of work with service on the boards of the museum, the Houston Chamber of Commerce, Rice University, the Cultural Arts Council of Houston, and the Contemporary Arts Museum among others. Morris was honored by Rice University with alumni awards (1981 and 1991), by TSA with the Llewellyn Pitts Award (1992), by the Associated General Contractors (1994), and by the Rice Design Alliance (1998). In 2005, AIA Houston presented an original Marcel Breuer chair and ottoman to the design collection of the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston in his honor.

Morris is survived by his wife of 60 years, Suzanne Kibler Morris, five children, 14 grandchildren, and one great-grandchild. Such Houston firms as Morris Architects, Jackson & Ryan Architects, Kendall/Heaton Associates, WHR Architects, and Jim McReynolds Architects count themselves as his professional descendants.

(STEPHEN FOX)

(Left) One Shell Plaza, designed by Morris’ first firm and completed in 1971, was developer Gerald D. Hines’ first big downtown building. (Right) An icon of Houston’s glory days in the early 1980s, First City Tower was designed by the firm headed by Morris and Eugene Aubry.
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UT Austin Team Travels to Italy with Ideas for Rebuilding New Orleans and Environs

A U S T I N  A team of faculty and students from The University of Texas at Austin’s School of Architecture (UTSOA) has been invited to contribute its research and design ideas for the revitalization of New Orleans to the Venice Biennale. The exhibition, organized under the theme “Cities, Architecture and Society,” will run from Sept. 10 to Nov. 19. With a concentration on urban infrastructure and social dynamics, the exhibition will focus on the potential of cities to contribute to a more sustainable, democratic, and equitable world. UTSOA is one of 12 international teams that will present urban concepts in the Biennale’s architectural category. In all, teams representing 74 nations will participate and more than 100,000 visitors are expected to attend.

Comprising the UTSOA team are student members Rachel Brown, Clayton Fry, Frank Jacobus, Brett Koenig, Lindsey Moyer, Lynn Petermann, Agustina Rodriguez, Andrea Schelly, Lee Ulmer, Aimee Weber, and Kristine Stiphany Weimer, along with faculty members Jason Sowell, Nichole Wiedemann, Frederick Steiner, Wilfried Wang, Kevin Alter, Larry Doll, and Barbara Hoidn.

As both curator and contributor for its portion of the exhibit, UTSOA selected 13 university-based projects from across the U.S., as well as work from several professional firms. This wide range of responses will occupy a room in the Italian Pavilion in Venice. The room will be divided into four themed areas by an armature wall constructed by the UTSOA team specifically for the exhibition. The four areas – Foundation, Proposition, Adaptation, and Projection – will provide detailed looks at New Orleans before, during, and after the city was devastated in September 2005 by flooding from Hurricane Katrina. The Foundation area will reveal the natural and cultural systems to which the design work must respond, such as the dynamics of the Mississippi River, regional infrastructure and morphology, house typologies, or social networks. The Proposition area will focus on plans suggested by professional firms for consideration or acceptance by New Orleans officials. The Adaptation area will demonstrate modifications of existing housing typologies intended to make them resilient to future flooding.

The Projection room will present ideas for future urban reclamation as developed by the UTSOA team based on current data and trends. To better understand the root causes of Hurricane Katrina’s damage and the magnitude of its impact, the team conducted mapping exercises to study the dynamic conditions of southern Louisiana’s natural and cultural systems as well as the myriad social and environmental problems that affect New Orleans and the region.

Strategically positioned near the mouth of the Mississippi River as a center for economic and material exchange, the urban form of New Orleans developed as an accretion of infrastructural systems and fluvial processes. The region owes its geologic existence to annual spring flooding (which provided sediment and nutrients to the alluvial plain) and a natural process known as deltaic switching (the tendency of a river to change course to find the quickest route to an outlet). The lower third of Louisiana was built through these natural processes over a period of about 5,000 years.

Modern responses to this dynamic environment inscribed a hydrologic network composed of walls (levees), conduits (canals), basins (wetlands), and controls (gates and pumps) onto a shifting terrain, such that settlement practices
adopted landscape measures as a means of transforming wetland into productive ground.

UTSOA’s work examines the role of the man-made infrastructure as a medium — if not a method — for rebuilding New Orleans. Through its examination of the natural and cultural systems at the regional and municipal scale, the team intends to suggest replacing the existing singular-function infrastructure with layered systems that might serve as social spaces and cultural threads within a network of resilient hydrologic elements. This transformation would supplant engineering with environment and permit the city’s existing underutilized grounds (such as roadway medians and levees) to become active civic spaces.

Employing analytical mappings and scenario projections, the team’s work emphasizes infrastructure rather than architecture in the rebuilding of New Orleans. Suggested interventions would control storm surge and flooding, and are intended as integrated components of a larger ecological and cultural network. Eschewing the traditional format of a master plan, the team will present its concepts as plan diagrams that could be adapted to respond to the needs of individual neighborhoods.

The team uses a sectional strategy to illustrate its suggested transformation from existing infrastructure. Implementation of a sectional strategy allows opportunities to increase the city’s capacity to store flood waters, reclaim river access, and elevate topographic platforms in response to newly released federal guidelines.

By viewing New Orleans as a living organism, the team has envisioned a new urban order through which the city can redefine itself and re-align its regional environmental context. The resilient foundations conceived for New Orleans are intended to guide its rebuilding as a city designed to stimulate and sustain new life.
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Similar to its proposal for land adjacent to the canals, the team suggests a phased approach to reorganizing the city’s port area. As it exists today, the port layout (top) sequesters residential areas from natural high ground along the industrialized riverfront. Reclaiming the waterfront would begin with construction of an infrastructural platform (center) to create transitional park areas with little disruption of port activities. Residential and mixed-use projects would then be developed on the constructed high ground along the river’s edge (bottom).
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When so many talented designers choose the same architectural design software to drive business forward, it’s more than a trend. It’s a sign you may be missing out on an exceptional resource. VectorWorks Architect offers architectural design firms powerful BIM features, unparalleled performance and uncommon value. Your competitors are taking advantage of top speed, as well as superior production and presentation capabilities—plus, seamless integration of 2D, 3D and building data. Shouldn’t you? Call 1-877-202-9101 today to receive your free copy of our demo CD.

Check out our show specials at the TSA Convention in San Antonio on Nov. 2–4 at booth #214.
has been a teacher and a mentor at the University of Houston for nearly 20 years and is a founding director of the Rice Design Alliance.

The TSA Award for Young Professional Achievement in honor of William W. Caudill FAIA will go to Lonnie D. Hoogeboom, AIA, with Natalye Appel + Associates Architects. Hoogeboom became a registered Texas architect in 2001 and has been responsible for the firm’s participation in several exhibitions. The award recognizes a TSA member for professional achievement during an architect’s first 10 years of AIA membership.

The TSA Associate Member of the Year Award will go to Jason E. Puchot, Assoc. AIA, for his dedication to intern development and implementation of new programs for young professionals. He is an associate at Kirksey and is currently an ARE candidate.

The TSA Associate Special Merit Award will go to Paul A. Bielamowicz, Assoc. AIA, with Page Southerland Page, for his dedication and leadership of the ARE study group which meets at AIA Austin. The award recognizes a TSA member or component for developing unique programming for the successful promotion of Associate members in Texas.

Two recipients will be honored with the TSA Award for Excellence in the Promotion of Architecture Through Media in Honor of John G. Flowers Hon. AIA. They are:

- **South Texas Public Broadcasting** has collaborated with the Texas Society of Architects for more than seven years to produce more than 365 episodes of *The Shape of Texas*;
- **Tracy Lehmann**, Home & Garden Editor of the San Antonio Express/News for her contribution to raising the public’s awareness of the importance of the built environment.

TSA will also bestow a Citation of Honor to:

- **Vision North Texas Partnership** for increasing the public’s awareness about the region’s rapid growth and for promoting regional cooperation on land use, transportation, and environmental issues;
- **Blueprint Houston** for its effective leadership in creating public dialogue concerning comprehensive planning for the city of Houston. Since its first initiative in 2003, Blueprint Houston has engaged thousands of Houstonians in a process to create a commonly shared vision of Houston’s future.

- **Preservation Texas** for its significant role as an advocate for historic preservation. For more than 20 years, Preservation Texas has worked to preserve the historic resources of Texas by direct action and by empowering individuals and government through education, communication, advocacy, and collaboration.

The TSA Citation of Honor-Artisan is awarded to Mary “Cisi” Canales Jary of Restoration Associates for her expertise and dedication in preserving cultural landmarks in and around the San Antonio area. For more than 20 years, Cisi and her daughters have completed more than 100 significant restoration projects including the Alamo, Mission San José, and the Empire Theatre.

TSA will also grant Honorary Memberships to the following:

- **Dorothy Doss** and her husband, the late James Doss, a philanthropic team and community leaders in Weatherford and Parker County. They have also built housing developments in several communities across Texas;
- **Marguerite S. and Robert K. Hoffman**, philanthropists and supporters of art and architecture. Marguerite is serving as chairman of the board of the Dallas Museum of Art. Robert chaired the Dallas Plan, a long-range comprehensive plan to rebuild and improve the city of Dallas;
- **Veleta Forsythe Lill**, former member of the Dallas City Council, supporter of historic preservation, and advocate of livable communities and urban planning in the Dallas area;
- **Trey McCampbell**, community leader and advocate for high standards and improvements in the Corpus Christi area;
- **Lauraine Miller**, editor and producer of the TSA-sponsored *The Shape of Texas*. For more than 10 years she has crafted entertaining and educational stories about the architectural heritage of Texas;
- **Linda Pace**, a philanthropist, developer, and advocate for contemporary art and architecture in the San Antonio area;
- **Patsy Galt Steves**, a community leader and advocate for art and architecture in the San Antonio area; and
- **David J. Straus**, who has spent more than 40 years developing the Paseo del Rio into the 13-mile, international tourist attraction known as the River Walk in San Antonio.

**T A S T A F F**

---

**Dallas Architecture Forum**

The DAF presents its 11th season of lectures by some of the most important architects and critics in the world, opening with architect James Timberlake at the Dallas Museum of Art. For more information, call 214-764-2406 or visit www.dallasarchitectureforum.org. SEPT. 14

**AIA Houston Gulf Coast Green**

Gulf Coast Green 2006 features local and national speakers who will explore sustainable building in the region. For more information, visit www.gulfcoastgreen.org. SEPT. 27–28

**AIA LRGV Building Communities Conference**

The annual AIA LRGV conference, at South Padre Island, provides continuing education credits for architects, engineers, contractors, interior designers and landscape architects. For more information, visit www.lrgvaia.org. SEPT. 28–30

**Booming Houston & The Modern House**

Exhibition highlighting the residential work of Houston architect Harwood Taylor of the firm Neuhaus & Taylor, sponsored by HoustonMod and held at AIA Houston. For more information, visit www.houston-mod.org. THRU OCT. 1

**AIA Austin Homes Tour**

This year’s tour will feature an intriguing collection of 10 homes in and around Austin designed for a wide range of lifestyles. For more information, visit www.aiiaustin.org. OCT. 7–8

**AIA Houston Homes Tour**

The 2006 tour will feature a variety of styles and types of residences. For more information, visit www.aiahouston.org. OCT. 21–22

**University of Houston Designing Domesticity**

The Gerald D. Hines College of Architecture, University of Houston presents Designing Domesticity: Industrial Design for Modern Living, 1930-1960, an exhibition of the best in domestic appliances and modern furniture at mid century. For more information call (713) 743-2400 or visit www.arch.uh.edu/news. THRU OCT. 28

**TSA Annual Convention & Expo**

An opportunity to browse more than 200 booths, take part in welcoming Texas’ newest architects to the profession, and congratulate TSA’s 2006 Design Award recipients. For more information call (512) 478-7386 or visit www.texasarchitect.org. NOV. 2–4
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Bricks, Aesthetics, and the Market

by Scott Cook

WITH a tradition of brick manufacture and brick construction dating back to pre-statehood days of the early nineteenth century, Texas provides a unique laboratory for examining persistence and change in the clay brick industry. Two reasons for this are the state’s sheer physical breadth and its enormous demographic growth from 1900 to the present. As in other regions of the U.S. and in Europe, the flourishing mass markets in Texas during the twentieth century necessarily transformed brick manufacture from an industry composed of many small-scale, labor-intensive, family-owned businesses employing manual production to one dominated by a few large-scale, capital-intensive, corporate-run organizations operating mechanized technology.

The increased demand for bricks to supply the state’s expanding construction market could only be met by opening more plants, and by building larger operations equipped with more and more efficient machinery. Inevitably, the emerging mass market led to the marginalization of handmade brick production. Paradoxically, a persisting demand for the aesthetic quality of handmade bricks collided with and impacted the mass-market industrialization process, resulting in the parallel development of two mechanized brickmaking technologies identified as “soft mud” and “stiff mud” to differentiate between the higher clay and lower water composition of stiffer material compared to softer material. “Soft mud” processes are designed to simulate handmade bricks, whereas “stiff mud” processes are designed to mass produce bricks that are highly uniform in size, shape, and texture in the most technologically advanced, efficient, and least costly way possible. In short, bricks produced by these two processes are similar in quality but have different objectively expressible aesthetic attributes, and their use and appeal architecturally is largely subjective.

Innovative mechanized processes have facilitated producing bricks with many of the markings and linear irregularities of artisanal bricks at high levels of output. The key to this mechanized simulation process lies in the proper mix of clays with higher sand content and lower sand content. Typically, empty molds are sanded before loaded with clay, then the exposed surfaces of the clay in the molds are sanded. The process results in a controlled mix of dry and wet sand that imparts to each mechanically molded brick the rough texture, markings, and irregularities of shape and texture associated with hand-molded brick. Bricks made in this fashion are marketed as “machine-made, sand-molded,” “wood-mold look-alike,” “soft mud-molded,” “Old Colonial-face bricks,” and so on.

Another reason why Texas is a unique laboratory for examining changes in brick manufacturing, marketing, and use is the state’s historical relationship with and proximity to Mexico. In the lower border region, urbanization on both sides of the Rio Grande during the nineteenth century stimulated brick manufacturing and construction. After 1900, with the industrial development and urbanization of the Rio Grande Valley, regional brickmaking flourished. Although some bricks were exported from Mexico during the early decades of the twentieth century, much of the Texas market was supplied by plants operating at many sites in three counties (Cameron, Hidalgo, and Starr) of the Rio Grande Valley.

Especially noteworthy is the case of Guenther Weiske’s Valley Brick & Tile Company that grew from a small artisanal brick plant he established in 1913 on a ranch named “El Gavilán” near the Rio Grande. Weiske, a German immigrant, subsequently relocated his plant to a 60-acre site in Madero close to Mission, and then acquired another plant on a 160-acre site in Rio Grande City. Weiske’s Valley Brick & Tile Company (VBTC) produced tens of millions of hand-molded and extruded (soft and stiff mud) bricks under the banner of “What the Valley Makes, Makes the Valley.” Closed in 1972 and 1980 respectively, these abandoned plant sites today stand as vivid reminders of deindustrialization and for what was the principal non-agricultural industry in the Rio Grande Valley.

There are complex reasons for the shutdown of the Madero and Rio Grande City plants, both owned and operated by Weiske from 1943 until 1965 when Rudy Nordmeyer assumed ownership of the Rio Grande City plant (Rio Clay Products). Both plants had extensive on-site clay deposits and a local supply of labor, as well as management committed to technological innovation.
Unfortunately, just at the time that wider market forces were causing attrition and consolidation among Texas brick manufacturers, VBtC bucked the trend by de-consolidating, hence losing whatever advantages it might have had through economies of scale. This made both plants more vulnerable to the rigors of the capricious and competitive Texas brick market.

During the twentieth century, VBtC had no real competition as a manufacturer of machine-made brick in deep South Texas but did have a great deal of competition as a manufacturer of handmade brick—at least until the mid-1950s when the U.S. government’s crackdown on undocumented Mexican workers collapsed the handmade brick industry in the Valley. Subsequent production of handmade brick was left entirely to Mexico-based plants, some that were experienced in the export business. These plants, along with others, flourished on the Mexican side of the border from the 1950s to the early 1980s, producing and exporting hundreds of millions of bricks to the Texas market. But a 1980s construction slowdown in Texas decimated the Mexican handmade brick industry during that decade. Only a resourceful handful of these enterprises remained viable during the 1990s and they are marginal participants in the Texas market today.

‘A Brick With Character’

A final reason for Texas’ unique status as a brick industry laboratory revolves around the role of architects in the persisting aesthetic demand for handmade brick. Texas architect O’Neil Ford was singularly influential. While his doctrine that “old bricks and bricks made in Mexico were aesthetically more pleasing” than U.S. machine-made brick is subjective and, some would say, arbitrary, there is no denying that Ford’s well-publicized views dovetailed with and stimulated the Mexican brick boom in the Texas masonry construction market during the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s.

The particular appeal of handmade bricks for Ford and other architects resides in a combination of factors such as natural earthiness and softer appearance that makes these bricks indispensable for a building that “has humility and suitability to its site, surroundings, function and historical context.” According to Allison Peery, an associate of Ford’s in San Antonio, “he [Ford] would dilute our pristine designs with his damned old Mexican brick...[making the] work unique and significant and warm and human and all the good things it was and is.”

Implicit in Ford’s doctrine and illustrated in practice during his career was the connection of the aesthetics of bricks to their production—its location, technology, and organization. Ford himself, and his brother Lynn, periodically traveled to the border or to the interior of Mexico to find handmade brick suited to particular projects. During the 1950s, reportedly to assure a supply of “bricks with character,” Ford initiated a relationship with artisanal producers in Piedras Negras, Coahuila, across the river from Eagle Pass. This initiative implied that the type or style of brick that most appealed to Ford were not produced to his satisfaction in mechanized plants.

Ford’s fondness for handmade brick and his involvement with Mexican suppliers, apparently had enough of an impact on the Texas brick market at the time to motivate Acme Brick Company to pioneer the production of a machine-made “Mexican replica” line known as “El Fords,” specifically designed and manufactured...
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Why just design and construct a commercial building when you can change the face of your community? Hanson Rock Series, made with the finest Texas limestone, offers you 10 unique colors in 4 product styles. It’s ideal to use throughout your project or as accents with other brick. Easy to install and less expensive than natural stone, Rock Series also helps your clients save on energy costs and maintenance while providing an elegant, long-lasting look. For beauty, value and efficiency, it’s hard to beat the overall quality and consistency of Hanson Rock Series. To find out more, call 1-877-872-7425 or visit www.hansonbrick.com.
ARCHITECTS rarely have the opportunity to view the best work of their peers from around the state, so the TSA Design Awards’ jury review offers a unique vantage point. The event is much like a window from which to see the diversity of scope, scale, and issues our fellow professionals are working with. Sitting in while the jury meets is exciting. It also can be a humbling experience and, at moments, distressing when projects you believe have merit are summarily rejected.

This year’s jury was markedly different from previous juries. More often than not, a strong leader develops among the three jurors and that individual begins to drive the process, bringing his or her own prejudices to bear on the others. Not this year. While differing greatly in their design approaches and concerns, this jury was notable for their interest in agreeing on which projects should be awarded. With everyone so polite and set on consensus, some of us observing the review kept hoping for some wrestling, but it did not happen.

There is a definable regionalism to our collective work, and the jurors noted that fact on several occasions. They all commented on what appeared to them to be particular concerns in the work of Texas architects. For example, they remarked on the frank expression of rain gutters and downspouts and how roof water was channeled, stored, and handled. Also, the seemingly ubiquitous “Texas limestone” in all its various guises caught their attention. After seeing many projects designed with these elements the jurors tended to focus on those projects that freshly reasserted or interpreted the use of these elements clearly as a part of the program response, rather than as an aesthetic vocabulary.

Jurors also were drawn to projects with an easily recognized organization. Gestures to energy conservation and green building were discussed, but dismissed if the solutions did not result in a harmonious and appealing composition for the buildings. They liked elegant solutions and were clear about it when selecting winners.

The writer is director of The Michael Malone Studio at WKMC Architects and a member of the TSA Design Awards Committee.
This year's jury was markedly different from previous juries. While differing greatly in their design approaches and concerns, this jury was notable for their interest in agreeing on which projects should be awarded. With everyone so polite and set on consensus, some of us observing the review kept hoping for some wrestling, but it did not happen.

2006 Design Awards Jury

This year’s jury was exceptional in a number of ways—particularly for its regional diversity (Boston, New York City, and Baton Rouge) and the sheer number of awards its three jurors have amassed for design (more than 150 among them). Also notable to anyone observing the jurors working together was their commitment to rewarding excellence through careful review and consensus. Shown from left to right, the jurors were:

Rudolfo Machado, Assoc. AIA, founded Machado Silvetti Architects in 1974 with Jorge Silvetti. The Boston-based firm has received more than 70 design awards from various organizations (including at least 23 for local, state, regional or national AIA components). Most recently they completed the lyrical and serene restoration and enhancement of the Getty Villa in Malibu.

Victor Trahan III, FAIA, is the founder of Trahan Architects in Baton Rouge. He was the youngest of the distinguished group, but in every way their equal. Trey’s strong, frankly modernist work is most remarkable because it springs from a medium-sized city in Louisiana, a challenge to those who think cutting-edge architecture needs sophisticated urban clients and environments to soar. Since starting the firm in 1992, Trahan Architects has garnered 28 awards for architectural design (16 from AIA components, including three National AIA Honor Awards).

Frederic Schwartz, FAIA, founded Frederic Schwartz Architects in 1985 and the firm has since won more than 50 design awards for thoughtful, poignantly urbanist work (16 awards from various AIA components). He was part of THINK, an international design team that conceived a broadly expanded program for the cultural renewal of the World Trade Center site that focused on memory and the rethinking of the city. Schwartz’ firm is currently completing design on a New Jersey 9/11 Memorial, as well as a broad range of other projects.

MICHAEL MALONE, AIA
THE Pavilion defines the entry point of the Addison Arts and Events District. The Pavilion’s steel frame supports a flat roof deck of natural pine. Its east half contains a large covered porch with steel columns thrusting through circular ventilation holes in the roof. Atop the columns are large steel discs that shade the openings. A small catering kitchen with service windows faces the porch. The Pavilion’s west half houses restrooms wrapped in glazed concrete masonry and laminated glass. The milky-white glass walls maintain privacy while allowing ample natural light. These crisp materials provide for the essential component of easy cleaning and maintenance.

Addison Pavilion

PROJECT Addison Arts and Events District Pavilion, Addison
CLIENT Town of Addison
ARCHITECT Cunningham Architects
DESIGN TEAM Gary Cunningham, FAIA; Tom Dohearty, AIA; Matt Ferguson; Natacha Vacroux
CONTRACTOR Big Sky Construction
CONSULTANTS Thornton-Tomasetti Engineers (structural); MEP Systems (MEP); Pamela Hull Wilson (lighting); Worrell Design Group (kitchen equipment); Nottestad Design (graphic design)
PHOTOGRAPHERS James F. Wilson; Craig Kuhner

RESOURCES GLAZED MASONRY UNITS: Trenwytth Industries; STRUCTURAL STEEL: Ironhorse Ironworks; MEMBRANE ROOFING: U.S. Intec; HOLLOW METAL DOORS AND FRAMES: Piper-Weatherford; THERMAMELLA SYSTEM: Vistawall; GLASS: Viracon; TILE: Daltile; ACOUSTICAL CEILINGS: Armstrong; PAINT: Pittsburgh Paints
Austin City Lofts

PROJECT Austin City Lofts, Austin
CLIENT CLB Partners
ARCHITECT Page Southerland Page
DESIGN TEAM Lawrence W. Speck, FAIA; Matthew F. Kreisle III, AIA; Brett Rhode, AIA; Ken McCinn, AIA; Ricardo Solis; Tanya Berry
CONTRACTOR Faulkner Residential
CONSULTANTS Architectural Engineers Collaborative (structural); Johnson Consulting Engineers (electrical and plumbing); Bury + Partners (civil); Fox Mechanical (mechanical); Henderson Group (interior design); JEAcoustics (acoustics); Big Red Sun (landscape)
PHOTOGRAPHER Tim Griffith Photography

RESOURCES Lueders Limestone: Mezger Enterprises; Masonry units: Featherlite; Precast architectural concrete: North American Precast; Masonry anchors: Hohmann & Barnard; Copper shingles: D.R. Kidd Co.; Metal roofing: Petersen Aluminum; Metal doors and frames: Curries; Floor barrier doors: The Presray Corp.; Terrace doors: Graham Architectural Products, Deansteel Standard Door Frames; Wood and plastic doors and frames: DoorCraft; Metal windows: Kawneer; Smoke containment system: Smoke Guard (Ed Flume Building Specialties, dist.); glass: Viracon Insulating Glass; Wood flooring: Bruce; Paints: Sherwin-Williams; Architectural model: Flying Fish Designs

THIS 82-unit, 14-story tower provides an anchor and landmark for a new mixed-use district in the southwest quadrant of downtown. A three-story, horizontal, stone volume houses the entry lobby, deep stacked porches, and a modest retail strip off a shady arcade. Parking for 164 vehicles is tucked behind and below.

Along Shoal Creek and the adjacent greenbelt, a garden, pool, and cookout area are edged by the stacked stone porches and a five-story, metal-clad series of units with views to the creek. Atop the articulated base rises a long, thin tower with primary views south to Town Lake and north to the Capitol Building and the University of Texas. Two-story thru-units in much of the tower command vistas in both directions. Materials are fair-face concrete, metal panels, and copper shingles.
ON Nov. 18, 1999, the 55-foot-tall stack under construction for the annual Bonfire collapsed, killing 12 Texas A&M students and injuring 27 others. The memorial is intended to open outside eyes to a deep, strong spirit and tradition that has united thousands of Aggies.

Twelve gates stand, oriented in the direction of the hometowns of the 12 fallen men and women. Twenty-seven panels complete the full circle representing the ring of Aggies who each year reunite to celebrate the Bonfire tradition.

Entering the circle through one of the portals, the visitor fills the void created by the loss of an Aggie. While centering on the Bonfire tragedy, the memorial will continue to remind and reinforce this spirit that bonds Aggies of the past, present, and future.
The eight-unit, inner-city townhouse project is located on a long-abandoned site in a former manufacturing area east of downtown Dallas. Two industrial structures across the street had been renovated into residential dwellings, and this project forms another street wall to bring scale and intimacy to this neighborhood.

The program called for each unit to include three bedrooms, two baths, and a two-car garage. The design endeavored to communicate the area’s past through material choices of concrete block, metal, and wood. The design also oriented living spaces for natural light and passive solar considerations with the living room clerestory and trellised roof deck.
A joint project between the National Park Service and the Corinth Siege and Battle Commission, the Corinth Civil War Interpretive Center commemorates Corinth’s critical role in the Civil War.

Located at the Battery Robinett site adjacent to downtown Corinth, Miss., the center is intended to orient visitors to Civil War monuments throughout the surrounding region.

Exhibition programs at the center explore six major themes—the role of the railroad, the role of earthworks and fortifications, the African American experience, Corinth as a military learning ground, the Shiloh–Corinth corridor, and America before and after the Civil War.
Cup City

CUP City, a temporary interactive lounge sponsored by Starbucks, was constructed over the course of the three-day Austin City Limits Music Festival using 41 (6 x 15-foot) fence panels, zip ties, and approximately 25,000 pieces of garbage.

The rented fence panels, miles of which are used during the festival to divide and control people, were turned on their ends to create a temporary lounge area providing shade and allowing for gathering and interaction.

Cup City engaged the festival’s stream of consumption that slowly accreted in its ever-changing walls. After construction of the fence infrastructure, the walls of the lounge were slowly filled with the used bottles, cups, and cans by concertgoers and volunteers, many of whom spent hours arranging and rearranging patterns on the walls.

PROJECT Cup City, Austin
CLIENT Austin Green Art (sponsored by Starbucks)
ARCHITECT Legge Lewis Legge
DESIGN TEAM Murray Legge, AIA; Deborah Eve Lewis; Andrea Legge; in collaboration with Austin Green Art
CONTRACTOR Austin Green Art
CONSULTANTS TKO Advertising (graphic design); Lucas Brown (special fabrications); LHZ Architects (production support)
PHOTOGRAPHER Legge Lewis Legge

RESOURCES FENCES, GATES, AND HARDWARE: Rent-a-Fence
RATHER than accepting the most general issues of zoning compliance, this project offers a very detailed response to the zoning constraints and its exceptions. The design solution should be considered, in part, as a product of thorough zoning research.

The form is generated by the off-street parking requirement and the site’s location at an intersection. Each unit faces the side street, allowing secured parking access from a private drive towards the rear. The upper levels cantilever over the driveway to maximize area.

The program stipulated three 2,300 sq. ft. dwelling units. Each unit required a living room, dining room, kitchen, utility room, master suite, guest suite, and a two-car garage.
The 505

**Project** The 505, Houston  
**Client** The 505 Townhomes  
**Architect** Collaborative Designworks  
**Design Team** James M. Evans, AIA  
**Contractor** Virkus Construction  
**Consultants** Matrix Structural Engineers (structural); Marsh/Jalayer & Associates (civil)  
**Photographers** Aker/Zvoncovik Photography; G. Lyon Photography

**Resources**  
- Unit pavers: Pavestone; siding: James Hardie; unit masonry wall assemblies: Southwest Concrete Products; pre-fabricated structural wood and glue-laminated timber: All Pan; pre-fabricated wood joints and trusses: American Truss; architectural woodwork: Ultracraft;  
- Waterproofing and damp proofing: Tyvek; metal roof tiles: Millennium Tiles; specialty doors: Pella; entrances and storefronts: Vistawall; metal windows: Ram Industries; glass: FPG; tile: Dal tile, Caesar; granite: National Tile & Terrazzo; carpet: Interface

The 505, a four-unit townhouse development, sits near Houston’s rejuvenated downtown. The architect spearheaded the project as an experimental design exercise that works within the economic and market constraints of a speculative housing development. The 505 sought to be financially successful and to make responsible use of land, incorporate sustainable design principles, enhance community sensibilities, and possess an architectural identity.

Window placement is carefully refined to provide views and an abundance of natural light without sacrificing privacy. Third-floor roof decks located between units engender a sense of community while providing an outdoor buffer between living spaces.

The unique form is a simple box that has been activated by a single shift made in plan. This shift allows for more windows in the envelope underneath overhangs oriented north-south rather than across to the adjacent units. The rotation in plan also creates opportunities for flexible yet defined internal volumes.
SURROUNDED by a grove of more than 200 live oaks, the house is located just outside Austin and stands between the city’s new urban skyline and its rural past.

The forms of the house consist of a box, a stainless steel structure on which the box is perched, a transparent glass enclosure, and a plinth. Significant portions of the program are located below grade to prevent the size of the house from drawing attention away from the landscape. The guest bedrooms, media room, and gallery are located within the buried plinth. In addition, the garage is underground to keep the precinct of trees free of distracting automobiles and black top. The floating box contains the family bedrooms.

Between the ground plane and the floating box is a transparent glass enclosure that provides the living room, dining room, and kitchen with unobstructed views of the natural surroundings on one side and the Austin skyline on the other. The stainless steel structure holds all the mechanical systems for the house and thereby sustains the illusion of a floating box above.
WITH a design inspired in the reeds that line the edges of the lake, this pedestrian bridge is a light structure integrated with its setting. The bars/reeds intertwine at the abutments and “grow” over the bridge, camouflaging and turning it into a symbiotic, almost invisible link.

The arch structure spans 80 feet and is composed of 5-inch diameter pipes. The pipes support ½-inch diameter bars that become both decking and guardrails with a simple field bend. The irregular length and close spacing of the bars recall the reeds of the site.

To further integrate the bridge with its setting, the steel is left unfinished as are the rope handrails and the stone ramps.
Government Canyon

THE Visitor Center floats in a field of native grasses and restored oaks at the mouth of the canyon, forming a gateway to the 8,600-acre Government Canyon State Natural Area. The canyon’s rich ranching history is expressed in the exposed pipe structure.

The building respects the fragile ecosystem of the site, which lies in the recharge area for San Antonio’s main water source—the Edwards Aquifer. It was designed for water conservation, collecting rainwater, minimizing run-off and contaminants, and reducing the use of ground water. In this way, the building becomes its own educational exhibit that demonstrates sustainable water use practices to visitors.

The program for the headquarters included an exhibit hall, a Texas State Park store, classrooms, offices, an outdoor exhibit pavilion, an amphitheatre, interpretive trails, and two ranger residences.
The Guerra Branch Library is located in a working class, military neighborhood in San Antonio. Inspired by the soaring hangars at the adjacent Air Force Base, the building is organized in three volumes that are oriented to define an existing green space to the north and east, while limiting the harsh sunlight from the south and west. The result is a flexible, free-span structure that takes advantage of large glass and polycarbonate panels to create an abundance of modulated natural light.

The entry node slopes toward the street, creating a memorable landmark in a neighborhood void of context. A large assembly-room window becomes a visual portal to ongoing public events. This window is protected by a perforated metal screen that shades during the day, yet is transparent at night.

Conforming to the limited budget, the exposed steel-framed building utilizes modified pre-fabricated components. Infill panel materials include corrugated metal, plaster, and rusted steel panels. The building is articulated by straightforward detailing of various materials and exterior plaster textures.
THE program is for a new Health and Science Building. The facility houses the chemistry, geology, biology, and physics/astronomy departments within the Natural Sciences Program, and the nursing, respiratory, occupational therapy, and dental hygiene departments within the Health Program.

The $14 million, 77,000-sq.ft. building contains classrooms, science and computer labs, lecture halls, faculty offices, and a centralized storage area. It serves as a “bridge” between the oldest quadrangle on campus and new Student Services Building. The new building is located 10 to 100 feet from existing structures with covered connectors linking all entries. Each of the three pedestrian entries is oriented to student pathways and a large adjacent commons area. The main entry is covered with a large canopy roof that creates a shaded porch for students during the day, and the two-and-a-half story atrium space serves as a campus beacon during the evening.

The structure’s exterior facade is predominantly banded brick with intermittent windows. The atrium space opens to the entry porch and commons beyond through a clear glass curtain wall. Columns and the atrium ceiling are metal panels. Interior atrium finishes include curvilinear grooved panels, quartzite and slate flooring, and glass handrails.

**RESOURCES**
- Architectural woodwork: Global Casework
- Waterproofing and dampproofing: Volclay
- Roof and deck insulation: Johns-Manville
- Membrane roofing: Siplast
- Metal roofing: Berridge Manufacturing Co.
- Metal doors and frames: Cocod Door Products
- Wood and plastic doors: VT Industries
- Specialty doors: Cookson Rolling Doors, Cornell
- Access doors and panels: Acudor
- Entrances and storefronts: Vistawall
- Glass: Viracon, Old Castle Glass
- Acoustical ceiling: Chicago-Grid, Armstrong
- Paints: Sherwin-Williams
- Protective covers: AVADEK
Lake Tahoe Residence

THE historic mines of the region, with their simple shed forms on the sloping land, were the inspiration for the project. Use of exposed concrete, weathered wood, and rusted steel create a palette of low-maintenance materials. The crisp exterior materials give way to warm, natural woods on the interiors.

The concept of “camp” became the design theme for this active family’s home. The plan evolved into a series of three buildings that loosely form a courtyard, where the garage/shop/playroom mimics the slope of the hill and provides a visual block to the neighbor. A private office has a crow’s nest view from the highest room in the house. Large rolling doors open inside rooms to the outside. The guest house is detached from the main house and can serve as a stand-alone house for a smaller group. The glass living/dining room, with its balcony for theatrical productions, collects abundant winter sun and cool summer breezes. Intimate, low reading rooms offset the soaring spaces. “Ship-like” bedrooms with bunks built into compact niches accommodate children.
McKinney Farm House

The project comprises a new barn and house built on a 150-acre farm just northeast of McKinney. A screened porch connects the 3,500-sq. ft. house to a carport and utility structure. The house is constructed of concrete block, cypress siding, glass, and galvanized metal.

The house is oriented to optimize the view over a meadow and lower wooded area. The house interprets vernacular imagery and new technologies—such as structural insulated panels (SIP) on the roof—into a comfortable place to dwell.

Resources

Concrete pavement: Ramer Concrete; concrete materials: Hanson Products; concrete block: Palestine Block Co.; masonry units: Palestine Block Co.; limestone: Texas Stone and Tile; metal decking: MBCI; pre-fabricated structural wood: Structural Insulated Panels; water repellants: ProSoCo; roof and wall panels: MBCI; metal roofing: MBCI; entrances and storefronts: Vistawall; metal windows: Columbia; unit skylights: Naturalite; glazed curtainwall: Vistawall; paints: Benjamin Moore; high-performance coatings: Cabot’s Stains
GROUNDFLOORPLAN

1. CARPORT
2. UTILITY/MUD ROOM
3. BREEZE WAY
4. KITCHEN
5. DINING
6. LIVING
7. LIBRARY/GALLERY
8. OFFICE
9. BEDROOM
10. BATHROOM
Methodist Healthcare Ministries

The architect’s commission for a new building to house the largest charitable religious foundation in South Texas was based upon the designers’ ability to represent the visionary culture of Methodist “works.” The client asked for a headquarters that would represent the purity and simplicity of the foundation’s calling to help the poor with healthcare while quietly asserting its importance to the region.

The site, at a major intersection within the Medical Center Complex, slopes away from the top of a hill. The site was raised to give the building a notable presence. Three basic materials – pre-cast and cast-in-place concrete, transparent glass, and aluminum – were used for the sake of simplicity.

The result is a building of pure white set against the sky, with transparent public spaces that evoke light and enlightenment. The vertical progression is significantly represented in the building’s geometry. The building forms a courtyard, creating a contemplative space at the center of the plan.
FARMHOUSE vernacular inspired this family retreat in rural Central Texas. The compound consists of three buildings that define the perimeter of a central yard skirting an oak grove—the main building with living areas and kitchen on the ground floor and guest rooms upstairs, a bedroom wing with the master suite in a tower adjacent to the children’s bedroom, and a carport.

Corrugated metal, wood, stone, and concrete form an elemental palette of materials that evokes traditional rural buildings. Metal drill-stem pipes were site-welded for the carport and the connector bridge between the other buildings.

Deep porches running the length of two buildings are dramatically exaggerated, creating outdoor spaces protected from the elements with views to a lake, acres of rolling hills, and endless skies beyond.
Sarofim Research Building

The Fayez S. Sarofim Research Building houses core research laboratories, administrative offices, and a glass auditorium. Located in the Texas Medical Center, the parti consists of a central atrium flanked by two wings—the southern containing administrative offices and the northern containing labs. The openness of the adjoining atrium gardens invites public passage through the building, giving the program a sense of transparency.

Separation of the lab and office wings encourages meetings and conversation. Outdoor terraces provide spaces for relief, contemplation, or discussion. The varied paths of travel and multitude of destinations allow the building to be experienced in different ways, analogous to how a researcher might look at a problem from different perspectives.

The client requested and received a high-performance, energy-efficient sustainable building. Exterior building skin is a clay tile rain-screen system and all interior materials and finishes were selected with high-performance criteria in mind.
School of Nursing

The School of Nursing enhances human health and productivity while having as little impact on the environment as possible. It is itself a healthy building that was built with 50-percent recycled materials and designed to reduce energy use by 40 percent and water use by 60 percent. The project, submitted for a LEED Gold rating, was selected by the AIA Committee on the Environment as a 2006 Top Ten Green Project.

The building not only balances the art of architecture with the science of sustainability, it wears it as its clothes. The fabric of each facade was determined in response to the different solar demands of each exposure. Sustainable lessons are evident and presented in beautifully crafted ways: systems that reject heat, direct daylight, recycle rainwater, allow for photovoltaic panel integration, and use local materials.

The building was designed in tiers with public spaces on the first two levels, teaching spaces on the third and fourth floors, and office and seminar spaces on the top four floors.
FLOOR PLANS
1 ATRIUM
2 OFFICES
3 LOUNGE/KITCHEN
4 STUDY LOUNGE
5 BREEZEWAY
6 BOOKSTORE
7 CLASSROOM
8 DEAN'S OFFICE
9 ROOF GARDEN

SECOND FLOOR
THIRD FLOOR
EIGHTH FLOOR
The challenge of this project was to work on a house (built in the 1980s) that the clients had recently renovated, but that they felt still needed further adjustments to improve the connection of the house’s interior spaces with the existing swimming pool and garden and to improve the quality of the public spaces of the house.

The completed design addresses both concerns through three key interventions. The entry was reconfigured to create a clear procession which didn’t exist before. The great room was expanded in volume to establish a clear hierarchy of spaces in the house while a two-story glazed wall with sliding doors allows the house to flow onto the terrace. The terrace and trellis were created to unify the house and garden and to filter the harsh Texas sun. The travertine terrace meets the great room with wide, generous steps and extends to the edge of the pool without need of a guardrail.
GROUND FLOOR PLAN
1 FOYER
2 GREAT ROOM
3 KITCHEN
4 CHANGING ROOM
5 POOL BATH
6 TERRACE
7 SPA
8 POOL
9 GARDEN

N
The design focused on two principal goals—to orchestrate an inviting building that would encourage students to venture within and to create a place where spirituality would be part of everyday life, not something removed to a sacred sphere.

The exceptional nature of the building’s program is the presence of the three principal movements of Judaism worshiping at the same time, in the same place. Texas Hillel is an important community center for the more than 4,000 Jewish students at The University of Texas at Austin.

Bold siting on the corner of a busy West Campus intersection and glass curtain wall gently define the precinct of the building while inviting the passerby to venture within. A variegated ipe screen that wraps the building at the second story provides shade for the building and at the same time hints at being a Sukkah—a temporary structure with religious symbolism from the harvest festival of Sukkot. The screen’s ability to both provide religious symbolism and perform the function of making exterior spaces more inviting encourages student occupation and presents the students themselves as the primary image of the building.
An abandoned stable of crumbling adobe and concrete was converted to a permanent gallery.

Preserving as much of the building as possible, walls, floor slabs, and roof structure were rebuilt. Mass walls were combined with an insulated and vented attic space. New aluminum louvers at gable ends are above heavy-dash plaster walls.

Windows at south, west, and north walls were filled in leaving recesses to express the rhythm of their original locations. A new east porch with four new rotating wood and glass doors between columns create a balanced main facade. These doors bring light into the gallery and allow for access and ventilation. No artificial lighting is used. The thermal mass of the walls keeps the space tempered year-round.

The floor plan uses portions of an existing wall to divide the building into one-quarter and three-quarter rooms. This creates an intimate entry area and one long wall for artwork opposite the natural light from the east doors.

Emphasis was placed on respecting the historic scale and spatial proportions. The solution created a building that is subtle in detail, uses no power for lighting or conditioning, and does not upstage the artwork.
World Birding Center

THE design approach was to do more with less.

The architecture learned from the regional vernacular, responded to the harsh climate, and minimized disturbance of existing habitat. The building creates a gateway between disturbed agricultural land and a 1,700-acre native habitat preserve.

Sustainable features included reducing the building program from 20,000 square feet to 13,000 sq. ft., which resulted in a 35 percent savings in materials, energy, and maintenance. Breezeways and arbors link buildings together, which also reduced interior space by 4,000 square feet. The complex was designed with structures running east to west to catch prevailing breezes and with deep porches facing south, east, and west to block summer sun. Exterior trellises shade windows, and the narrow floor plate allows for cross ventilation and daylighting. Arch panels comprise an efficient structural system that also serves as roofing to enclose the maximum amount of space, while using 48 percent less steel by weight compared to traditional framing. The rainwater collection system harvests 47,000 gallons for irrigation.

**RESOURCES**

MASONRY VENEER ASSEMBLIES: D’Hanis Brick & Tile; ROOF AND WALL PANELS: Kalwall; METAL ROOFING: American Shelter Technologies; GLASS: Viracon; ALUMINUM STOREFRONT SYSTEMS: Manko Window Systems (BGR Specialties, dist.); CUSTOM COPPER LIGHT FIXTURES: Two Hills Studio; LIGHTING CONTROL: Lutron Grafik Eye Lighting System
SITE PLAN
1. EVENTS COURT
2. EBONY ARBOUR GARDEN
3. FLOODED HABITAT GARDEN
4. BIRDER CAFE
5. BOOKSTORE
6. ELECTRIC TRAM DROP-OFF
7. EXHIBIT
8. MULTI-USE
9. NATIVE RESTORATION
10. CANAL
The review of Studio Award entries followed the jury’s finalizing its selections for Design Awards. From the 48 submittals, the jury kept 14 for a second round before deciding to award seven projects. Three of them in particular garnered praise from the jurors—Square of Circles by Jay Smith, AIA, of Dallas; Houston Skyscraper by Michael Kross, an architecture student at Rice University; and Design>Build>Texas by architecture students at UT Austin.

Of Square of Circles, Machado said: “I think it’s a very ingenious building. It’s full of invention and has a very fresh idea. It’s playful and it’s beautiful. I’ve never seen anything like it. I imagine that being inside and being close to that tree can be a very beautiful experience. I would like to underline its freshness, its novelty. As a little pavilion, or a gazebo, it’s a great idea.”

Trahan described Houston Skyscraper this way: “If urbanism is about density and diversity, I think this does an exceptional job of taking that density and diversity into a high-rise structure skinned with a consistency that seems to beautifully respond to the variety in the program but unify that program. It’s also nice how the building at times acts as a shading device because it’s an introverted high-rise, but at other times you can imagine the sun beginning to illuminate the ground plane around it and so the freeing of the base of the program has resulted in a unique experience. I hope it’s built someday.”

Design>Build>Texas, according to Schwartz, is “a very poetic, regional project. I applaud not only the work of the students but their professor in this design–build exercise to create an award–winning building in its own right. But in addition to the process of design–build used as a methodology for teaching students, I think this is another example of care and caring relationship to the landscape and of the role of educating young architects.”

STEPHEN SHARPE

CUBE
RTKL Associates

The concept is to create a single powerful iconic statement for the new focus of the Penn Plaza District. The idea is to make a singular architectural statement that has multiple identities, and multiple reads. This is accomplished by creating a relatively inexpensive building shell, and then wrapping the 7th Avenue facade with a high-tech glass projection wall that will appear to float away from the core building. By projecting color, pattern, light, images, and text, each tenant (Target, Home Depot, and IKEA) will have the ability to promote brand and identity, retail imagery, and spectacular light shows along three 100 x 200-foot screens. The building is a sophisticated fusion of architecture and brand that brings focus and elegance to the district.
Unity Plaza Station

*RTKL Associates*

Like the vestibules and livings rooms of a residence, a city’s plazas are spaces of civic and cultural significance that articulate the urban structure. Plazas are centers of collective activity, as well as connecting instruments of circulation. Unity Plaza Station is unique within the Dallas Area Rapid Transit system. Contrary to stations elsewhere along its lines, Unity Plaza is an underground station located beneath Central Expressway. Circulation follows a pattern similar to that of most subway stations—from train to platform, to stair/escalator/elevator, and finally to station portal at street level. A long, curving limestone-clad wall running north-south delineates the eastern edge of the site, mediating between the plaza and Central Expressway. The station opens itself to the plaza and the neighborhood beyond through a generous glazed wall. The intent is to “blur” the boundaries between station and plaza, and to make these two elements interdependent yet mutually supportive.

---

**Design>Build>Texas**

*UT Austin School of Architecture*

The architecture school recently initiated and completed Design>Build>Texas, a design/build studio for upper-level architecture students. This course was developed as an educational prototype as well as a prototype for the design and construction of an environmentally responsible house. This project offers a replicable process for architectural education, and also the physical model of a small house. Sixteen students spent the Spring 2004 semester engaged in research that included studies of history, site, climate, land-use, architectural precedents, as well as building technologies. The severely degraded Texas Hill Country ranchland, on which the house project is located, is currently undergoing extensive environmental remediation. Design>Build>Texas integrated the conservation priorities into the site and building design through its attention to materials, systems, and limited landscape development. Constructed over three semesters, the project was completed in early 2005.
Square of Circles
Jay Smith, AIA

This design was a winning entry in the 2006 Ultimate Tree House design competition held by the Dallas Arboretum (see p. 120). The program required that the tree house be interactive, meet state accessibility requirements, and not attach to the tree. The 13 winning entries were constructed and will be exhibited on the arboretum grounds through this year. Square of Circles consists of 108 vertical sewer and drain pipes on a 16 x 16-foot plan. The pipes are painted yellow and hinged 16 feet above the ground on a wood frame. Each pipe extends from just above the ground up until it encounters a branch so that each pipe is a different height. Visitors can swing the pipes side to side and move between them. The pivot also allows the pipes to sway with the breeze.

Hector Garcia Middle School
Perkins + Will

The architectural design for a new 175,000-sq. ft. school for 1,200 students reflects the programmed social organization planned around three teams of students per grade level, and includes a diverse range of academic spaces to support traditional, interdisciplinary, and project-based instructional models. Supporting the community, the building allows after-hours public access to the gymnasium, library, and performing arts facility. The school reclaims four city blocks in a blighted urban area, located immediately south of downtown Dallas. Registered for LEED Silver certification, the design solution creates appropriate climatic responses while maximizing northern daylight and providing sweeping skyline views for students. Aesthetically, the school expresses the forward-looking educational program while reflecting Dallas’ tradition of regional modernism.
A new 121,500-sq. ft. student housing for the Maryland Institute College of Art will serve as a gateway to the campus. The building includes living modules, art studios, a gallery, a blackbox theater, and a career development center. This design intends to challenge the way the community perceives art. We want the students and the school to transcend traditional boundaries and change the way one thinks about art. This scheme offers opportunities for both the students and the school to express themselves by going beyond traditional artistic mediums. MICA is made up of a unique and diverse group of creative individuals, and the place they live should reflect this distinct personality and character.

Houston Skyscraper

*Michael Kross, student at Rice University*

Increased mobility in communications and transportation has seen the traditional central business district lose favor to peripheral centers. Nowhere is this trend more salient than in Houston, where at least one of the motivations for building tall no longer applies. This project takes as its premise that for a skyscraper to develop it must be motivated by a new factor: its potential to house a wide variety of spatial conditions, sizes, and programs, all within a very high density and small footprint. This design encompasses 1,260,000 square feet. With this in mind the project is sited in the Greenspoint district of Houston in close proximity to George Bush Intercontinental Airport at the intersection of I-45 and Beltway 8. The site’s value is its proximity to the airport and economic potential for travel-related businesses, housing, retail, and entertainment.
There is a term commonly used to describe a Diamond Polished™ concrete floor...

WOW!

Oh, sure there are lots of attributes other than good looks. Diamond Polished™ floors are economical, long lasting, never need painting or coating and are rated high traction by the National Floor Safety Institute, but most of our customers keep it simple and just say “wow.”

Diamond Polished™ floors are perfect for residential, retail, manufacturing... any old or new application. Contact us today or visit our website to see why so many architects and home builders are turning to Diamond Polished Concrete™.

ALPOLIC® has a global reputation for producing the most innovative, stylish, and high-performance Aluminum and Metal Composite Materials on earth, and that reputation grows stronger every day. The reason? Our breathtaking array of finishes and surfaces are as tough and durable as they are beautiful and unique. But ALPOLIC® cladding materials offer more than great looking durability. Our lightweight panels also feature superior flatness and rigidity, yet amazing flexibility and ease of fabrication and installation. ALPOLIC® will add beauty and value to any project, assuring a clean and inviting image from day one and for years after. For more information, call 1-800-422-7270 or visit us at www.alpolic-usa.com.
Privacy and bright, open spaces were the main goals for the Nader Design Group when developing the Tanna Allergy and Asthma Clinic. The waiting room and administration areas are infused with natural light from clerestory windows that crown a central light well. The curved roof provides additional space for second-level file storage, while establishing an airy interior. Vibrant colors throughout further accentuate these lively open spaces. The clinic’s 5,932-sf layout allows doctors and staff to enter from a dedicated, covered parking area on the north side, while patients enter under a covered porch at the southeast corner. Administrative areas are located in the central core, allowing the staff direct access to all exam rooms. Patients are able to privately circulate to exam rooms located at the facility’s periphery. The result is a definitive separation between the clinic’s public and private realms, with natural light diffusing the boundaries. In addition to creating a well-organized interior, the Nader Group crafted an exterior that complements its Fort Worth South location. By respecting the scale and material palette of the surrounding buildings, the Tanna Clinic maintains the continuity of its environment while creating a distinctive new presence.

ANDI BEIERMAN

RESOURCES
Concrete pavement: BB Enterprises; Unit pavers: Pavemaster; Masonry units: Elgin-Butler, Acme; Glue-laminated timber: Henson’s Lumber; Laminates: Techline; Metal roof: Berridge; Wood and plastic doors and frames: Timely; Entrances and storefronts: Vistawall; Gypsum board framing accessories: Smith Drywall; Tile: Business Flooring Specialists; Carpet: Business Flooring Specialists; Wall coverings: Kwik Paint; Paint: Kwik Paint; Letters and plaques: OMC Industries; Anninings: Berridge
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To complete a unique and challenging expansion for the Children’s Medical Center of Dallas, HKS and Centex worked together to design and build a six-story addition atop an existing six-story building. “HKS was brought on board to maximize the vertical expansion possibilities of the hospital’s existing bed tower so that additional children’s patient care and medical treatment would be available,” said Roy Gunsolus, AIA, HKS’ senior vice president and project manager. “The original bed tower was a six-story concrete structure designed for a one-story addition. HKS switched to a lighter weight steel structure, added lateral bracing, and maximized the structure’s code capacity allowing six floors to be added.” The 159,000-sf expansion doubles the size of the East Tower and adds approximately 132 beds, while the high-rise tower design offers a dramatic view of the Dallas skyline. The building’s footprint was expanded through triangular projections on each of the bed tower’s four faceted ends, and a barrel vault at the east link completes the hospital’s signature form. According to David Vincent, AIA, HKS’ principal medical planner, some of the building’s exterior void spaces were transformed into functional interior areas allowing increased family amenities. “Today, the hospital is able to offer families space for a sleepover couch as well as comfortable seating,” Vincent said. The opening of the six floors is the first part of an aggressive expansion underway at Children’s to meet the needs of a rapidly growing pediatric population in North Texas. Completed in January 2004, the addition is part of the $100 million expansion at the Motor Street facility.

ANDI BEIERMAN

RESOURCES
For over 30 years, MBCI has continually set the standards in metal roof and wall systems with rigorously tested, superior quality products. Now, our vast offering bears the only certified premium Seal in the industry so you know it is backed by MBCI. Our seasoned pros understand your building philosophy, accommodate your needs, and are dedicated to help you exceed your goals. Know what you are buying. Look for the Seal. Call 877.713.6224 or go online to www.mbcicom/ta and find out how the MBCI Seal can assure success on your next project.
Protecting Against Moisture

Controlling water in all its forms requires an understanding of how moisture moves

by Joseph L. (Cris) Crissinger

This article was adapted from “The Great Moisture Movement,” an article that originally appeared in the August 2005 edition of Interface magazine published by the Roof Consultants Institute.

Volumes have been written about moisture and its movement. This discussion will inform the reader of the various ways that moisture can move in and take up residence in a building cavity (assembly), such as the space between the exterior and interior walls. For purposes of this discussion, moisture means water in any one of its three physical states – solid, liquid, and gas – although the physical states that affect buildings the most are liquid and vapor. While general methods of controlling moisture movement may be mentioned, actual corrective measures are not within the scope of this article.

Moisture movement occurs when it moves from one state or one point to another. Here are a few simple rules regarding moisture movement:

- Moisture flows downhill.
- Moisture looks for an opening.
- Moisture follows the path of least resistance.
- Warm air holds more moisture than cool air does.
- Moisture moves from a higher humidity to a lower humidity.
- Moisture moves from a warmer temperature to a cooler temperature.
- Moisture moves from higher vapor pressure to a lower vapor pressure.
- Moisture moves from warmer temperature to a cooler temperature.

Methods of Movement

Moisture does not usually enter a building assembly as an obvious cascading flow of liquid. Sometimes it has more subtle ways of making an entry, such as:

- catching a ride in moving air;
- moving up a concrete foundation as capillary action; or
- hiding as invisible moisture in vapor diffusion.

Generally, moisture will move through any building material that is porous or fibrous, such as wood, brick, concrete, fibrous insulation, and drywall. But it does move through some porous materials faster than through other porous materials. The cell structure of the building material determines which state of moisture will move through a material and how easily. Materials that do not completely block moisture movement and allow some moisture transmission are called retarders because they only retard or slow transmission. Materials that block moisture transmission are called barriers because they form a barrier to stop moisture movement.

For discussion purposes, the following four methods of moisture movement will be considered:

- air movement;
- capillary action;
- liquid flow; and
- vapor diffusion.

Under the right conditions, air movement can move moisture into the building assembly from both exterior and interior sources. However, air movement cannot deposit moisture into a building assembly unless the following conditions exist:

- the moving air contains moisture;
- there is some type of opening in the building shell; or
- there is a difference in air pressure as measured across the opening.

Moisture gets in exterior air from surrounding soil that obtains its moisture from weather events such as rain, snow, hail, heavy dew, etc. Moisture enters the interior air from normal occupancy activities such as drying clothes,
MULTIPLE LAYERS OF PROTECTION AGAINST WATER PENETRATION

TeifsWEATHERTIGHT WALL SYSTEM includes:

TeifsWEATHERSEAL, a special 100% acrylic air shield and waterproof protective coating

TeifsDRAINBOARD, exclusively patented with vertical and horizontal drainage channels

TeifsLAMINA, (base coat, mesh, and finish), tested above and beyond industry standards

Drainage Track, catches incidental moisture and allows it to drain to the exterior

Contact Your Local Grace Representative
Chuck Holland 713.920.1988
www.dryblock.com
cooking, taking showers, and normal bodily functions like breathing and perspiring.

Openings in the building shell include intentional openings such as doors and windows, and unintentional openings, such as cracks and missing components (brick, sealant, etc.). Difference in air pressure is a function of temperature and absolute humidity. Absolute humidity is the actual amount of moisture in a given volume of air, regardless of temperature. Excluding the effects of condensation, changing the temperature or volume of the air will not change the quantity of moisture in the air. Relative humidity is measured in percentages and represents the amount of moisture in a given volume of air at a specific temperature as relative to the amount of moisture that volume of air can actually hold at that temperature. In other words, relative humidity is the ratio that compares the amount of moisture actually in the air to the amount of moisture being deposited on the face of exterior brick. A brick’s anatomy includes a maze of small pores that suck up the moisture with no help from outside forces, such as wind or gravity. The capillaries carry the moisture through the brick and into the building assembly.

Capillary action can exist above grade and below grade, but it seems to be more aggressive in below-grade conditions. Below-grade capillary action can occur when ground water is absorbed by concrete or masonry footings, then migrates, by capillary action, through the foundation walls and into a concrete slab or wood floor, and eventually seeps into the building assembly or even evaporates into the building interior. Above-grade capillary action includes conditions such as moisture being deposited on the face of exterior brick. A brick’s anatomy includes a maze of small pores that suck up the moisture with no help from outside forces, such as wind or gravity. The capillaries carry the moisture through the brick and into the building assembly.

Capillary action can be controlled by:
- reducing or eliminating moisture;
- plugging the pores; or
- increasing pore size.

Liquid flow is probably the most dynamic method of moisture movement. Liquid flow from groundwater can be controlled by installing one of or a combination of the following:
- drainable backfill such as coarse gravel;
- control joints in concrete to control cracking;
- drainable building materials, such as specialty drainage materials;
- perforated products or grooved rigid insulation;
- waterproofing membranes.

Liquid flow from rainwater can be controlled by providing:
- proper roof drainage;
- proper surface water runoff; and
- appropriate siting of structure.

Vapor diffusion can also move moisture into the interior building assembly from the interior conditioned space and from the exterior.

Diffusion occurs when a vapor pressure exists across a material that has a high permeance rating. The amount of moisture passed depends on the material’s permeance or “perm” rating, the vapor pressure differential, and the area of the material. The perm rating of a material is its ability to resist moisture movement. Thus, materials that block only a portion of moisture transmission are often called vapor retarders because they retard, but do not stop, vapor.
The EPA says the best way to prevent mold is to manage moisture.

**CavClear® Products Manage Moisture**

Trapped moisture causes costly damage to brick buildings every year. CavClear products are installed full-height behind brick or stone to create and maintain a continuous drainage and ventilation area. The patented CavClear products ensure water management in your masonry designs.

- Maintains a continuous airspace behind brick or stone
- Made from 100% recycled plastic treated with an antimicrobial
- Reduces life-cycle costs
- LEED credits available

CavClear products help prevent mold, mildew and other moisture-related failures in masonry walls.

INSIGHT

movement. A vapor barrier stops or at least reduces moisture movement. Figures 1, 2, and 3 illustrate how vapor diffusion may react to a wall assembly without a vapor retarder, a wall assembly with a vapor retarder, and an interior finish wall with an opening.

**High Performance Roofing for High Performance Buildings**

- Architectural versatility with the highest level of structural integrity
- High performance solutions that last 30 years or more
- Professional engineering services for specifications, wind uplifts, structural evaluations, and shop drawings
- Recyclable, sustainable, and recycled-material designs, including rooftop photovoltaic systems that are modular, silent, and easy to maintain
- ENERGY STAR® qualified systems for valuable LEED Buildings® certification points

The Garland Company, Inc.
800-762-8225 Ext. 620
www.garlandco.com
Typically, in a heated space that is in a cold climate, vapor diffusion is from the warm interior to the cold exterior. In a cold space that is in a warm climate, vapor diffusion is from the warm exterior to the cool interior. However, there are exceptions to this rule. For instance, when the sun heats exterior brick that has been wetted by dew, rain, snow, etc., the heated brick warms the moisture in the brick, thus driving the moisture into the cooler building assembly. Even buildings with heated interior spaces in a cold climate can be subject to this phenomenon.

The temperature of the brick and the moisture within the brick can exceed the temperature of the heated interior, which creates a pressure differential between the interior and exterior. When this happens, moisture can move from the warmer surface of the brick to the cooler building assembly and possibly into the building interior. This phenomenon is one of the main reasons why interior finishes – such as latex or acrylic paint on an exterior wall – should be breathable, and why vinyl wall covering as an interior finish on an exterior wall may be a recipe for trouble.

Actually, this would be true for any type of wall construction that passes vapor, including EIFS and precast concrete. Finish materials that do not breathe can act as a vapor retarder and trap moisture behind them. Perforated vinyl wall covering is often marketed as breathable. However, it only breathes through the perforations, which can become clogged when painted. Most latex paints can be recoated multiple times and still remain breathable. Furthermore, depending on the building assembly, the wall cavity can act as a duct and provide a passage for moisture to move into an interior wall partition assembly.

The key point to remember is that moisture is always on the move. When I served in submarines, a frequent question that was asked during a candidate’s qualification examination was, “What is the difference between a leak and a flood?” Of course, the correct answer is: “If I find the water, it’s a leak. If the water finds me, it’s a flood.” Knowing how moisture moves through a building assembly will allow proper moisture control through careful design and selection of materials, and will allow you to find the moisture before it finds you.

Joseph L. Crissinger has 22 years of experience as construction materials specifier. He is a partner with McMillan Smith & Partners Architects in South Carolina.
TODAY’S MOST EFFECTIVE DRAINAGE SYSTEMS FOR MASONRY CONSTRUCTION

Created by masonry experts, the patented Mortar Net® systems surpass all other methods of ensuring that cavity or single-wythe CMU walls breathe, drain, and dry quickly and efficiently.

**MORTAR NET®** For traditional brick masonry cavity-wall construction. Made of tough polyester mesh, its patented "dovetail" shape captures mortar droppings on two levels so they can’t form a solid dam across the cavity. In addition, its 90% open-weave mesh lets water flow, unobstructed, to weep holes and lets air circulate freely within the cavity.

**BLOCKNET®** WORLD OF CONCRETE’S 2004 “MOST INNOVATIVE MASONRY PRODUCT.” The BlockNet® system is used in single-wythe block walls. Its stainless steel flashing, and open-mesh horizontal and vertical elements form a continuous drainage system along the building’s entire perimeter, directing moisture to the integrated weep-tabs and out of the building.

**BLOK-FLASH®** An embeddable high-density polyethylene flashing system, heavily specified for block construction. Collects water from vertical cores and diverts it to the exterior through concaved weep-spouts. Eliminates the need for multiple sizes of architectural CMU. Offers significant savings versus membrane flashing.

800-664-6638
www.MortarNet.com/ta
Minimizing Indoor Mold Problems in Building Systems

The following is adapted from a position paper approved in June 2005 by the Board of Directors of the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers. The complete document is posted at www.ashrae.org.

ASHRAE has a long history of researching, developing and publishing information and guidance that addresses moisture/mold management within buildings. We emphasize that problems can generally be avoided by proper design, construction, and operation. Comprehensive moisture/mold management requires multi-disciplinary input from professionals with various areas of expertise. Any potential conflict between moisture management and energy conservation goals can be significantly mitigated through proper design and operation.

Policymakers are urged to account for the multi-disciplinary aspects and seek the most accurate scientific and technical information available on moisture/mold management to avoid developing policies that unintentionally exacerbate or fail to address the issue properly. ASHRAE’s technical expertise should be utilized in the development of any policies addressing moisture/mold management.

Comprehensive moisture management should address the complexity of the interaction of building systems, operation, and maintenance and occupant activities. The concepts described in this document represent ASHRAE’s basic recommendations to address moisture in buildings. Buildings/systems/operations satisfying these key concepts are more likely to comprehensively manage moisture/mold.

Recommendations for Moisture Management
Comprehensive moisture management should address the complexity of the interaction of building systems, operation, maintenance and occupant activities. The following represent ASHRAE’s basic recommendations to address moisture in buildings. Buildings/systems/operations satisfying the factors listed below are more likely to comprehensively manage moisture/mold.

1. Building envelopes, penetrations, and building systems are designed and built to achieve protection of the indoor environment and the building materials from water, including both liquid and vapor, infiltration or accumulation. Design and construction accounts for the changes in material hygrothermal properties as a function of both time and moisture load.

2. Building and system design takes into consideration moisture that will be created internally as well as influences from the exterior that could cause moisture accumulation (condensation) on surfaces or within materials.

3. Building and system design, operation and maintenance provide for drying of surfaces and...
INSIGHT: MOISTURE MANAGEMENT

materials that might be prone to moisture accumulation under the normal operating conditions of the building (e.g., entryway floors and exterior wall construction assemblies).

4. Building and system design, operation and maintenance provide for water management of surfaces and materials that are expected to have moisture present (e.g., HVAC evaporator coils and bathroom fixtures).

5. Mechanical system design properly addresses ventilation air. Mechanically introduced ventilation air is filtered and conditioned (temperature and humidity) before it is introduced into the conditioned spaces. Exhaust and ventilation air systems are designed and controlled so that neutral or positive pressure differential is maintained between the indoor and outdoor conditions. For humid climate zones, provide for a positive pressure differential between indoor and outdoor conditions during mechanical cooling system operation.

6. Building and system design, construction and operation take into account current and intended occupant uses of the building.

7. Each building has an O&M plan used by operating personnel to properly manage the systems in the building. Appropriate O&M is essential to long-term performance and moisture/mold management of the building and its

Comprehensive moisture/mold management requires multi-disciplinary input from professionals with various areas of expertise.

systems and to the satisfaction of the occupants. Changes in the operation of the building from the intended design could result in increased moisture and/or mold proliferation.

8. The sequence of operation for the HVAC system contains appropriate provisions to:
   • dehumidify or humidify as required, without overcooling or overheating;
   • manage humidity during both occupied and unoccupied periods;
   • control pressurization throughout the various operational conditions of the building; and
   • provide monitoring of critical conditions and have alarms to notify operating personnel of conditions that are outside of proper performance.

9. Moisture accumulation is investigated in a timely manner and steps are taken to identify and control the source of the water, and assure that any mitigation and remediation is performed in a way that protects the occupants. Effective communication between building management and occupants occurs during this process. Preventive maintenance and inspection procedures that allow for the rapid identification of moisture accumulation, removal of the moisture, assessment of any resulting damage, and evaluation of the potential for mold growth in the area are used to minimize the growth of mold within buildings and systems. Appropriate procedures for the removal or cleaning of mold growth are used to minimize the opportunity for dissemination of mold within the building.

Architects, Building Owners, Roofing Consultants!
Need to know what’s new in the roofing industry?

2006 Roofing Contractors Annual Conference and Tradeshow
Palmer Events Center, Austin, TX

Attend the largest Trade Show for Roofing products and materials in Texas. As a recognized professional in the roofing industry you are invited to attend this showing complimentary!

October 4th - 1:00 pm - 5:00 pm  (3:30pm Happy Hour in the Trade Show)
October 5th  - 11:00 am - 2:00 pm  (Free Luncheon in the Trade Show)

CALL 1-800-997-6631 TODAY AND REQUEST YOUR FREE TRADE SHOW PASS!!
Discerning architects select stately Featherlite Burnished Masonry Units to solve daunting building challenges. The rich granular Burnished matrix of limestone and expanded shale endures against the elements, yet installs for forty to fifty percent less than granite. Timeless architectural beauty meets timely construction value in one “blue sky” building stone achievement.

The Capitol view corridor and a tight site severely limited the scale of this office building and drove a conservative budget. In the shadow of the Capitol, however, we still wanted a granite-like finish. Only 16x24 Featherlite Terrazzo Burnished Masonry Units gave us that look and scale cost-effectively. We just smile now when people compliment the “granite” walls.

— Ed Reb, AIA, Austin

Trinity Center, Austin
Architect: RKP Architects, Austin
General Contractor: Larry J. Nelson Co., Austin
Masonry Contractor: Looking Good Masonry, Austin

512-255-2573
www.featherlitetexas.com
508 McNeil Rd. Round Rock, TX 78681

Photographer: Ray Dee Tilly, Austin
WHAT IS WHITE CEMENT?

Contact us to learn more about the possibilities of using Lehigh White Cement in your next project.

Lehigh Cement Company
White Cement Division
7660 Imperial Way
Allentown, PA 18195
PH: 800-523-5488 • PH: 610-366-4600
FAX: 610-366-4638
www.lehighwhitecement.com
THANKS!

The members of TSA and the design community of Texas will see more “Beauty” at TSA’s 67th Annual Convention in Dallas, thanks to the companies below who are this year’s Major Sponsors. We thank them for their generous support.

Acme Brick Company..............................................................................................................Acme Breakfast
McGraw-Hill/Texas Construction...............................................................................................Pocket Planner
CADVisions, Inc.........................................................................................................................AIA Fellows’ Luncheon
Constructors & Associates........................................................................................................Annual Awards Luncheon
L.A. Fuess Partners, Inc............................................................................................................Lunch with Exhibitors
Lower Colorado River Authority.................................................................................................AIA/COTE Top Ten Green Projects Display
F&S Partners, Inc......................................................................................................................Host Chapter Party
Jackson Walker L.L.P................................................................................................................Presidents’ Gala Dinner & Entertainment
HKS Architects, Inc....................................................................................................................Presidents’ Gala Dinner & Entertainment
Ridgway’s......................................................................................................................................Session Handouts
Southwest Concrete Products.................................................................................................Presidents’ Gala Reception
SpawGlass Construction Corp.................................................................................................Opening Session Keynote Speaker
The Schinnerer & CNA Insurance Programs.............................................................................Presidents’ Gala Dinner & Entertainment
Texas EIFS Wall Systems.............................................................................................................Registration Portfolios
Jaster-Quintanilla.......................................................................................................................Host Chapter Party
Rogers O’Brien Construction Company......................................................................................Host Chapter Party
Weatherization Partners, Ltd......................................................................................................Attendee Brochure
Jordan & Skala Engineers, Inc.....................................................................................................Presidents’ Gala Afterglow Party
Lawton Reprographics...............................................................................................................Coffee Break with Exhibitors
Blimpphoto.com.........................................................................................................................Expo Continuing Education Area
Gain a competitive edge—choose the best technology and professional services partner.

Avatech’s industry experts leverage Autodesk technology and their implementation expertise to ensure that their clients can effectively:

- Make design changes anywhere, anytime – coordinated everywhere.
- Provide customers more design-enhanced documentation on shorter schedules for the same fee.
- Increase customer confidence and maximize profitability.
- Eliminate errors that cost time, money, and affect their reputation.

What can our real-world expertise do for you?

Call 800-706-1000, visit avatech.com/web/bsd, or email bsdinfo@avatech.com.

What if you could fully automate drawing and schedule production through a single, integrated building information model?

THE ACME BRICK FAMILY OF COMPANIES HELPS YOU BUILD BEAUTIFUL STRUCTURES THAT ENDURE.

P.O. Box 425 • Fort Worth, TX 76101-0425
(817) 332-4101 • 1-800-792-1234
brick.com • A Berkshire Hathaway Company
The Texas Society of Architects is pleased to announce the list of companies participating in the 2006 Design Products & Ideas Expo in Dallas (current as of August 5). Expo dates are November 2-4 at the Dallas Convention Center. Make your plans to visit their booths to pick up new product information, ask a question, or just see a friend. Keep and use this handy guide as a future reference tool. With over 200 companies listed, you will find products to fulfill all of your architectural needs.

A. Bargas & Associates
booth 301
PO Box 702656
San Antonio, TX 78279
210.344.2821, fax 210.344.0033
www.abargaso.com
A. Bargas and Associates is a full service educational furniture dealer. We carry a complete line of furnishings, which include CampbellRhea Laboratory Casework, Brodart Contract Library Furniture, Track auditorium seating and DeBourgh metal lockers. We also carry a large selection of classroom, technology, office, and cafeteria furnishings.

Acme Brick Company
booths 701, 703
2821 W. 7th St.
Fort Worth, TX 76107
817.332.4101, fax 817.390.2404
www.brick.com
Acme Brick Company meets the needs of Texas architects with hard-fired clay brick in an exciting variety of colors, textures, and blends. Acme also offers the IBP Glass Block Grid System, a mortarless glass block installation system. Acme Brick Company is a Berkshire Hathaway company.

Advanced Cast Stone
booth 202
115 Lee St.
Fort Worth, TX 76106
817.927.1980, fax 817.926.5024
www.alpolic-usa.com
Advanced Cast Stone is a manufacturer of architectural cast stone building materials for commercial and high-end residential buildings through its totally integrated design, engineering, CAD and production capabilities. ACS also has an exterior sign division that produces monument style signs of uncompromising quality.

AEC, Inc.
booth 931
3360 Wiley Post Bld., Ste 150
Carrollton, TX 75006
972.488.1066, fax 972.488.0554
www.aecorp.com

Alcan Composites USA Inc.
booth 112
53 W. Fort Plaza, Ste. 625
St. Louis, MO 63146
314.542.9102, fax 314.878.7596
www.alucobond.com
Alucobond® consists of two sheets of .02 aluminum thermobonded to a polyethylene or fire retardant core in a continuous process. Alucobond is available in 3mm, 4mm, and 6mm thickness in a full spectrum of standard colors or any custom color you desire.

All-Lite Architectural Products
booth 507
5101 Blue Mound Rd.
Fort Worth, TX 76108
817.509.2308, fax 817.831.3110
www.alllitelouvers.com
All-Lite manufactures a full range of architectural products that includes extruded and fabricated, stationary or operable louvers, acoustical louvers, penthouses, sight screens, sunshades, architectural grilles and ornamental metals. Our products are sold nationwide.

Alpolic-Mitsubishi Chemical FP America Inc.
booth 324
401 Volvo
Chesapeake, VA 23320
800.422.7270, fax 757.436.4896
www.alpolic-usa.com
Alpolic® is a line of innovative aluminum and metal composite materials that are used extensively in the architectural industry. Lightweight, durable, rigid and easily formable, Alpolic® offers a range of finishes from the look of stone to the natural metal finishes of copper and titanium.

American Concrete Technologies
booth 909
2342 Forest Park Blvd.
Fort Worth, TX 76110
817.926.1980, fax 817.926.5024
www diamondpolish com
Using a dry process and industrial diamonds, we polish standard old or new concrete to a sheen and finish that resembles granite and has advantages over other flooring choices. Diamond Polished™ floors are economical, long lasting, low maintenance, need no cleaners, wax, paint or coatings and resist stains, spills, and abuse.

American Tile Supply
booths 501, 502
2821 W. 7th St., Fort Worth, TX 76107
817.332.4101, fax 817.390.2404
www.brick.com
American Tile features the Southwest’s largest selection of fine quality products, a knowledgeable staff and good value. At any of the 14 American Tile locations in Texas, you and your client can select tile, marble, porcelain and granite for all of your building needs. American Tile is a member of the Acme Brick family of companies.

Ameristar Fence Products
booth 815
PO Box 581000, Tulsa, OK 74158
918.833.3515, fax 918.833.3265
www.ameristarfence.com
Ameristar Fence Products is setting the standards for the fencing industry. Remaining the Texas Architects first choice in ornamental fencing, Ameristar has a specific grade, style and color for every application.

Amtech Roofing Consultants, Inc.
booth 509
3300 S. Gessner, Ste. 118
Houston, TX 77063
713.266.4829, fax 713.266.4977
www.amtechroofing.com
Amtech is a proactive independent professional roof consulting firm that provides roof evaluations, roof design, construction documents, nondestructive testing and administration/project management, quality assurance monitoring and computerized roof assessment management.

Amteco Int’l.
booth 824
6825 Wedgestone Dr., Plano, TX 75023
972.208.3532, fax 972.208.4400
www.amteco.com
Amteco International leads the industry in premium resilient floor tiles. Featuring with the 2006 color range is Amteco’s MPS (multi performance system) providing more slip resistance, lower maintenance and higher performance. Also, Stratica, Amteco’s non-PVC ECO Polymeric product offers commercial and institutional users a tough, high performance no-wax floor.

Andersen Windows, Inc.
booth 902
8807 Ravenswood Rd., Granbury, TX 76049
214.616.7743, fax 651.275.6848
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Arkansas Precast Corporation’s goal is specializing in and advancing the manufacturing of architectural precast concrete. APC provides architectural precast concrete on projects demanding the highest and most diverse performance the product has to offer. APC’s service, expertise, and quality have become the benchmark of the architectural precast industry.

Armetco Systems Inc.
booth 103
11647 Armetco Dr., Justin, TX 76247
940.648.2857, fax 940.648.2861
Armetco Systems Inc. is a national fabricator of aluminum composite panel systems and aluminum plate systems, all designed and fabricated in house using the latest in computerized cutting and forming technology and equipment. We also custom design, engineer and fabricate project specific sunscreens, sun control devices, column covers and other architectural elements.

Arkmo Industries, Inc.
booth 210
1320 Spinks Rd., Flower Mound, TX 75028
972.874.1388, fax 972.874.1391
www.arkmo.com
Arkmo’s objective is to give our clients the lowest cost per square foot solution. Whether this solution is repair, total rehabilitation, replacement or an overlay as dictated by the existing conditions, our qualified team of professionals will make sure that our clients have all the tools necessary to provide the highest level of attention that each project deserves.

Armetco Systems Inc.
booth 103
11647 Armetco Dr., Justin, TX 76247
940.648.2857, fax 940.648.2861
Armetco Systems Inc. is a national fabricator of aluminum composite panel systems and aluminum plate systems, all designed and fabricated in house using the latest in computerized cutting and forming technology and equipment. We also custom design, engineer and fabricate project specific sunscreens, sun control devices, column covers and other architectural elements.

AZEK Trimboards
booth 1030
801 Corey St., Moosic, PA 18507
877.AZEK, fax 570.504.1215
www.azek.com
AZEK Trimboards offers the unequaled combination of uniformity, durability, workability and beauty with the look, feel and sound of clear lumber. Available in trimboards, sheets, cornerboards, headboard and millwork, AZEK products won’t rot and are insect and moisture resistant.

Audio Visual Innovations
booth 230
13988 Diplomat Dr., Ste. 180
Dallas, TX 75234
972.243.4422, fax 972.243.5450
www.aviinc.com
Audio Video Innovations, Inc. is a national leader in the presentation industry, headquartered in Tampa, FL, with regional offices nationwide. AVI is a full-service company offering all audiovisual and video equipment, including computer projectors, accessories, high resolution data monitors, plasma display and installed projector systems.

Avatech Solutions
booth 400
4722 N Beltline Rd., Ste. B-110
Irving, TX 75038
800.289.6227, fax www.avatech.com
Avatech Solutions is the recognized leader in design automation software and services with unparalleled expertise in process optimization, data management, software systems integration, training, and technical support for the building design market. Avatech is one of the largest Autodesk software integrators worldwide.

Avian Flyaway, Inc.
booth 1031
500 Turtle Cove, Ste. 120
Rockwall, TX 75087
972.722.0165, fax 972.722.0165
www.avianflyawayinc.com
Architectural bird deterrent system, virtually invisible, permanent turnkey services. Certified by an independent testing laboratory. Specified - Lincoln, Jefferson, WWII memorials, MBTA, NYTA, NJHD, DOT®. Show special: Complimentary review of architectural drawings for bird infestation problems.

Axium
booth 236
9730 SW Nimbus Ave.
Beaverton, OR 97008
503.350.2107, fax 503.671.9067
www.axiunae.com
Axium’s number one priority is our clients’ success. We develop innovative accounting and project management software for A/E firms allowing us to provide exceptional client service and integrated solutions that move beyond generic accounting products and improve productivity, increase profitability, and empower success.

AZEK Trimboards
booth 1030
801 Corey St., Moosic, PA 18507
877.AZEK, fax 570.504.1215
www.azek.com
AZEK Trimboards offers the unequaled combination of uniformity, durability, workability and beauty with the look, feel and sound of clear lumber. Available in trimboards, sheets, cornerboards, headboard and millwork, AZEK products won’t rot and are insect and moisture resistant.

BASF Building Systems
booth 825
889 Valley Park Dr., Shakopee, MN 55379
952.496.6000
www.basf.com
Bell Insurance Group
booth 805
16080 Dallas Pkwy., Ste. 100
Dallas, TX 75248
972.381.4857, fax 972.381.4838
www.bellgroup.com
Bell Insurance Group is an independent insurance agency and financial services firm with office in Dallas and Houston specializing in Architects/Engineers professional liability insurance as well as other property and casualty insurance, financial services and personal insurance products for the design professional.
Berridge Mfg. Co.  
booth 936  
1720 Maury St., Houston, TX 77026  
713.223.9717, fax 713.226.9422  
www.berridge.com  
Berridge Manufacturing Company is a national manufacturer of metal roofing and wall panel products. Berridge produces thirty-five metal panel styles in 31 Kynar colors along with matching color flashings and trim in quantities in excess of one million square feet per week.

**Best Bath Systems**  
**booths 402, 404**  
4545 Enterprise St., Boise, ID 83705  
800.727.9907, fax 800.627.0929  
www.best-bath.com  
A complete line of luxurious bathing units for people of all abilities.

**Best-Rite Chalkboard**  
**booth 838**  
PO Drawer D, Temple, TX 76503  
254.778.4727, fax 254.771.9061  
www.bestrite.com  
Best-Rite manufactures a full line of chalk, marker, projection/tack boards and display cases. Best-Rite has a reputation for excellence by offering personalized customer services, superior quality and hand crafted workmanship, and the strongest product warranties. See for yourself why everyone says that Best-Rite is a better board.

**Big Ass Fans**  
**booth 1000**  
2425 Merchant St., Lexington, KY 40511  
859.233.1271, fax 859.233.0139  
www.bigassfans.com  
Big Ass Fans’ Powerfoil™, available in 6 foot to 24 foot diameters, moves hot air from the ceiling down to floor level in the winter. In the summer, the huge ceiling fans provide energy efficient cooling. Installing a Powerfoil from Big Ass Fans earns one (1) LEED credit point.

**Binvetec**  
**booths 320, 322**  
13011 Newport Ave., Ste. 206  
Tustin, CA 92780  
877.4.BINVETEC, fax 714.731.2369  
www.binvetec.com  
Free Pattern Rotating Carpet Tiles™ with TractionBac™ are the only modular floor covering specifically designed to allow a multitude of patterns to be created or no pattern at all, using only one tile design. The environmentally friendly, non adhesive installation system allows for maximum versatility during and after assembly.

**Blair Corporation - Blair Wire Rope**  
**booth 716**  
3610 Palomar Valley Dr., Spring, TX 77386  
832.928.9655, fax 281.528.0394  
www.blairwirerope.com  
Blair Wire Rope provides a wide variety of products for cable railing as seen along railings, decks and stair walls. Products are available in stainless steel, galvanized, and vinyl coated cable. Also stocked is hardware such as turnbuckles, cable clamps, thimbles and threaded studs.

**Blinmphoto.com [Sponsor]**  
**booth 671**  
PO Box 26519, Austin, TX 78755  
512.794.8141, fax 972.226.8184  
www.blinmphoto.com  
The blinmphoto.com exhibit will include aerial view-corridor and viewshed imaging capability for preconstruction high rise condo projects within the USA. Dense urban projects with flight altitudes from 50’ to 1000’ AGL will be demonstrated. Our BLIMPCAMS™ will be flying overhead at the CE-1000 aisle area. Please tell your friends.

**Bohannan Huston, Inc.**  
**booth 1036**  
310 E. L30, Ste. 100, Mesquite, TX 75143  
972.226.8181, fax 972.226.8184  
www.blhinc.com  
Terrestrial LIDAR high definition is an extremely portable, fixed-head pulsed laser that provides high-speed scanning capability to accurately portray existing or as-built environments. In operation, the pulsed laser emits a series of pulses in a grid set by the operator to capture the surface of any object in three-dimensional space.

**Bonded Lightning Protection**  
**booth 922**  
122 Lesesly Ln., Argyle, TX 76226  
800.950.7933, fax 940.435.2225  
www.bondedlp.com  
Bonded Lightning Protection is the largest lightning protection company in the United States. Bonded Lightning Protection is Underwriters Laboratories, Inc., listed, a member of the Lightning Protection Institute, and a member of the United Lightning Protection Association.

**Boral Bricks, Inc.**  
**booths 421, 423**  
1400 N. Broadway  
Carrollton, TX 75006  
972.245.1542, fax 972.242.8172  
www.boralbricks.com  
Boral Bricks, Inc. is America’s largest clay brick manufacturer offering the greatest selection of colors, sizes and styles available. Featuring products such as Boral Gemini Clay Pavers and Arnold Natural Stone Thin Veneer. Why settle for manufactured stone when you can have the real thing?

**Boral Materials Technology Inc.**  
**booth 818**  
45 NE Loop 410, Ste. 700  
San Antonio, TX 78216  
210.349.4069, fax 210.349.6110  
www.bmti.com  
Boral Material Technologies (BMTI) is a leading marketer of fly ash into the concrete industry and is a pioneer in the development of new and environmentally friendly construction material technologies. BMTI has extensive experience in developing and optimizing concrete mix designs using fly ash, to meet challenging project specifications and requirements.

**BPI - Building Plastics Inc.**  
**booth 201**  
9400 N. Royal Ln.  
Irving, TX 75063  
972.871.8922, fax 210.564.0900  
www.bpidecosurf.com  
BPI - distributor of fine decorative surfacing products. Specializing in specifying and providing total flooring solutions for commercial and residential needs. With 10 locations including three in Texas (Dallas, Houston, San Antonio), we set the standard for service in all of the markets we serve.

**The Builders’ Exchange**  
**booth 817**  
4047 Naco Perrin, San Antonio, TX 78217  
210.564.0900, fax 210.564.0901  
www.btx.com  
Butterfield Inc.  
**booth 209**  
625 W. Illinois Ave., Aurora, IL 60506  
630.906.1980, fax 630.906.1982  
www.butterfieldcolor.com  
Butterfield Color is a manufacturer of coloring materials and tools for the decorative treatment of new and existing concrete. The systems are suitable for exterior hardscapes and interior floors. An almost limitless combination of colors and textures are available to create attractive and durable colored concrete.

**C3 Distribution**  
**booth 1024**  
20927 Florvette Ln., Spring, TX 77388  
832.618.8675, fax 281.651.1925  
For discriminating design when every detail matters, Avonite brings unparalleled beauty to the world’s most luxurious hotels, resorts, restaurants, and elite kitchens. Avonite Surfaces is the solution of choice for leading architects and designers, highlighted by the Recycled Products Collection for sustainable design.

**CADVisions, Inc. [Sponsor]**  
**booths 503, 505**  
1950 Stemmons, Ste. 2000, Dallas, TX 75207  
214.741.2223, fax 214.741.2407  
www.cadvisions.com  
CADVisions, Inc. specializes in providing premier CAD solutions to architectural professionals. Come by our booth to see the latest software tools available for Architects from Autodesk including AutoCAD, Architectural Desktop, Revit, Autodesk VIZ, and more.
Carl Stahl DécorCable
booth 337
600 W. Randolph St.
Chicago, IL 60661
312.474.1100, fax 312.474.1789
www.decorcable.com
Carl Stahl DécorCable offers a comprehensive range of cable, rod and specialty products for balustrading, displays, tensile applications and vertical planters. Products include 1-SYSTM®OX stainless cable, rods and hardware, X-TEND® flexible stainless cable mesh, MGS® cable displays, Poslock® suspension systems, StreamLine® design accessories and FacadeScape® trellis system.

Celerete, LLC
booth 232
10650 Culebra Rd. #104-132
San Antonio, TX 78231
210.834.4447, fax 210.506.4782
www.celerete.com
Celerete products, a natural cantera and lime stone style are made out of AAC (autoclaved aerated concrete). Easy to install, fire, water and UV resistant, and environmentally friendly. Celerete products give an architectural touch to your new or remodeling projects. Our products include moldings, columns, arches and custom made pieces.

Centria Architectural Systems
booth 318
915 Blackstone Dr., Allen, TX 75002
469.675.0197, fax 972.390.1903
www.centria.com
Centria Architectural Systems specializes in metal wall systems and standing seam roof applications. Centria offers metal composite insulated systems, and architectural profiled panel systems. In addition, Centria offers design, engineering, and a sales support team capable of consulting on details, coating systems, product selections/cost estimating, and development of specifications.

Chapman Building Systems
booth 927
5275 Hwy. 27, Kerrville, TX 78028
830.792.3050, fax 830.792.3050
www.sips-chapman.com
Chapman Building System, Inc. is a manufacturer of the R-Control™ Structural Insulated Panel (SIP) specializing in combining panels with other building systems for residential and commercial projects. CBI® is also a supplier of engineered wood products as a part of the structural package. Our construction-based approach insures maximum efficiencies in SIP use.

Childers Carports & Structures, Inc.
booth 724
1171 Brittmoore Park Dr.
Houston, TX 77041
713.460.2181, fax 713.460.2566
www.childersonline.com
Childers has become America’s premiere manufacturer of gable framed, prefabricated covered structures, including carports, walkway canopies, bus covers, loading dock canopies and special structures.

Classic Architectural Products
booth 518
1920 W. FM 1614
Forney, TX 75126
972.564.1990, fax 972.564.1990
www.classicusa.com
Classic Architectural Products designs, fabricates and installs high performance architectural metal wall systems. By utilizing advanced fabrication technology, unparalleled flexibility and impressive production capacity, we offer our customers a turn-key architectural solution.

CMC Steel Products CMC Joist
booth 304
2905 Ridge Rd., Ste. 202
Rockwall, TX 75087
972.772.0769, fax 972.772.0882
www.cmcsteelproducts.com
CMC Steel Products is a leading edge steel manufacturer specializing in the SmartBeam®. The SmartBeam® is ideally suited for long-span composite floor construction or long span roof applications for architecturally exposed steel. CMC Steel Products is a division of Commercial Metals Company (NYSE: CMC), based in Irving, Texas.

Cold Spring Granite Company
booth 836
202 S. Third Ave.
Cold Spring, MN 56320
320.685.4729, fax 320.685.8490
www.coldspringgranite.com
Cold Spring Granite Company is a fully integrated quarry and manufacturer of building stone and memorialization products. Cold Spring Granite has 24 individual manufacturing facilities in five areas of North America offering over 100 different colors of natural stone and provide raw material and finished products to over 20 countries.

Conservatek Industries, Inc.
booth 725
498 North Loop 336 E
Conroe, TX 77301
936.539.1747, fax 936.539.5355
www.conservatek.com
Conservatek specializes in clear-span structural aluminum framing systems supporting aluminum panels, glazing, translucent and standard roofing systems. All have unique design characteristics maximizing usage of space by eliminating secondary structural support systems. We offer complete integrated systems that allowing design flexibility while utilizing a low-density aluminum grid framework.

Construction Consulting International
booth 336
1601 Luna Rd., Carrollton, TX 75006
972.242.0556, fax 972.242.6847
www.sunited.com
Construction Consulting International (CCI) provides building enclosure consulting and testing services for quality assurance and quality control of new construction. Services include peer review of construction documents, shop drawing review, attending pre-installation meetings, field inspection and testing of installed work. CCI also investigates building enclosure system failures.

Continental Cast Stone
booth 215
22001 W. 83rd St., Shawnee, KS 66227
913.422.7575, fax 913.422.3680
www.continentalcaststone.com
Cast Stone is a highly refined architectural stone manufactured to simulate natural cut stone. It provides architectural trim, ornamentation, and facing on buildings and structures. Continental Cast Stone is the nation’s largest cast stone manufacturer with offices nationwide and 4 plant locations to serve you.

Coronado Stone Products
booth 918
1120 S. Texas St., Ste. I
Lewisville, TX 75067
972.434.2153, fax 972.219.2003
www.coronado.com
Coronado Stone Products is the leader in manufactured stone. We produce stone veneer, thin brick and floor tiles in 7 facilities across the U.S. and Canada.

Court Builders CBA Sports
booth 237
10208 Hwy. G20 N., Austin, TX 78726
512.335.9779, fax 512.335.8556
Suspended synthetic flooring for multi purpose and competitive sports activities. Custom colors for curriculum based floor designs. Highest shock absorption ratings of any synthetic floor system. New construction or easily installs over existing floors. 10 year limited warranty. Unaffected by moisture or water. Lowest life-cycle costs of any performance sports flooring.

CPI Daylighting, Inc.
booth 937
28662 N. Ballard Dr.
Lake Forest, IL 60045
847.816.1060, fax 847.816.5425
www.epidaylighting.com
CPI can be your sole source for translucent daylighting, providing design, fabrication and installation of standard or custom skylights and wall-light systems. CPI also offers hurricane endurance designs and “Class A” fire-resistant systems. No other skylight company offers the selection of colors, light transmission levels and configurations available from CPI.
Craftsmen in Wood, Mfg.
booth 306
5411 W. Hadley St.
Phoenix, AZ 85043
602.296.1050, fax 602.296.1052
www.craftsmeninwood.com
Craftsmen in Wood has blended old world craftsmanship and original design to create the finest doors, hardware and cabinet fronts. We use the finest select hardwoods to meticulously craft doors. We offer a variety of styles and finishes or we'll hand craft a design and style that will be unique.

Craig Olden Inc.
booths 519, 521
661 Shahan Prairie Rd.
Little Elm, TX 75068
972.294.5000, fax 972.294.2664
www.craigoldeninc.com
Craig Olden Inc. and related companies specialize in the design and construction of earth retention structures. Services include technical assistance, engineering, construction and design/build services for temporary shoring systems, permanent earth retention structures, slope stabilization, ground modification and other geotechnical solutions and related work.

Crown Corr Inc.
booth 219
2321 E. Pioneer Dr.
Irving, TX 75061
972.721.1825, fax 972.721.0172
www.crowncorr.com
Crown Corr Inc. is a quality sheet metal specialty contractor. We specialize in building enclosure systems encompassing exterior and interior metal siding, preinsulated architectural panels, integral windows, support systems, weathertight roofs and custom metal plate. We offer single source responsibility including design, engineering, layout, detailing shop fabricating and installation.

Daktronics, Inc.
booth 915
331 32nd Ave., Brookings, SD 57006
605.697.4000, fax 605.697.4700
www.daktronics.com
Daktronics, an engineering company, is a leading producer of LED video displays and innovative control solutions. Products range from displays for retailers, spectacular signage, informational networks, highway traffic and mass transit information, to scoring systems. Daktronics works with architects and designers, realizing design visions and blending technology with edifice aesthetics.

DC CADD
booths 216, 218
800 E. Sonterra Blvd. #200
San Antonio, TX 78258
210.344.5181, fax 210.525.1202
www.dcadd.com
DC CADD is an award winning Autodesk reseller and a nationally recognized Autodesk authorized training center with facilities in Austin, Dallas/Fort Worth and San Antonio. Founded by San Antonio Architect Doug Weitbrock, DC CADD quickly earned a reputation as the South Texas location for professional, knowledgeable AutoCAD solutions.

Demilec USA LLC
booth 111
2925 Galleria Dr.
Arlington, TX 76011
817.640.4900, fax 817.633.2000
www.sealection500.com
SEALECTION™ 500 is an environmentally friendly open-cell spray foam insulation eliminating the infiltration of unconditioned external air, sealing out dust and pollen, reducing extraneous noise and achieving energy efficiency. SEALECTION™ 500 is certified by the Environmental Choice Program and is recognized as an Energy Star Partner for its dedication to healthy living.

Designed Performance Associates
booth 128
1701 Greenville Ave., Ste. 804
Richardson, TX 75081
972.381.9100, fax 972.381.9105
www.designed-performance.com
The father and son team of Larry and Mark McLean have been assisting the North Texas design community in the areas of ceiling and wall systems using metals, fabrics, coatings, glass and many other mediums to satisfy the objectives under performances, aesthetics and budget.

DFW Consulting Group
booth 208
8410 Sterling
Irving, TX 75063
972.929.1190, fax 972.929.4091
www.dfwcg.com
DFW Consulting Group is a professional group of highly skilled engineering consultants specializing in mechanical, electrical, and plumbing solutions. We offer unsurpassed quality and extensive experience in a diverse range of engineering services including studies, design, construction administration, testing and energy inspections.

Dietrich Metal Framing
booth 933
1012 W. Wintergreen Rd.
Hutchins, TX 75141
972.225.1100, fax 972.225.9032
Dietrich Metal Framing proudly announces a cutting-edge, industry-changing new development to interior drywall metal framing - Dietrich UltraSTEEL Framing. Dietrich UltraSTEEL Framing is a next-generation roll-forming technology that significantly increases product performance, including greater load-carrying capacity, higher limiting heights, better acoustical and fire performance and easier installation.

Don Young Co. - Custom Windows (Sponsor)
booth 517
8181 Ambassador Row
Dallas, TX 75247
214.630.0934, fax 214.637.4682
www.dycwindows.com
Manufacturer of light commercial and residential thermally improved aluminum windows and aluminum reinforced vinyl windows for retrofit and new construction. Product line includes single hung, sliders, casements, storm windows and doors, and sliding and hinged patio doors.

DoorKing, Inc.
booth 115
120 S. Glasgow Ave.
Inglewood, CA 90301
800.826.7491, fax 310.645.7247
www.doorking.com
DoorKing is a leading manufacturer of innovative products for the access control industry. We manufacture a variety of PC programmable telephone entry and multi-door card access systems, telephone intercom systems, high security MicroPlus™ RF transmitters and receivers, digital keyboards and vehicular slide, swing and barrier gate operators.

Dryvit Systems, Inc.
booth 705
One Energy Way, W. Warwick, RI 02889
401.822.4100, fax 401.822.1980
www.dryvit.com
Dryvit will display its wide array of exterior finishes, including Custom Brick™, TerraNeo®, Lymestone™ and more, along with its moisture and drainage systems. Stop by and see why the Oak Ridge National laboratory rated Dryvit 84% more energy efficient than six other cladings, including brick.

Duo-Gard Industries Inc./Cabot Corp.
booth 806
4042 Koppernick Rd., Canton, MI 48187
734.207.9700, fax 734.207.7995
www.duogard.com
Duo-Gard translucent daylighting systems with new optional Nanogel insulation aerogel contribute to LEED certification with design-build solutions in high-performance poly-
carbonates for skylights, roofs, canopies, walls, ceilings and vertical glazings. New IllumaWall by Duo-Gard features programmable LED lighting for dynamic visuals.

Duro-Last Roofing, Inc.  
booth 101  
535 Morley  
Saginaw, MI 48601  
800.248.0280, fax 800.332.9731  
www.duro-last.com  
Duro-Last® Roofing, Inc. produces a prefabricated, reinforced thermoplastic single-ply roofing system for commercial and industrial applications. The Duro-Last roofing system is energy-efficient and virtually maintenance free. Duro-Last is proud to be a charter partner in the EPA’s ENERGY STAR® roof products program.

Eggers Industries  
booth 130  
One Eggers Dr.  
Two Rivers, WI 54241  
920.793.1351 x514, fax 920.793.6762  
www.eggersindustries.com  
Eggers Industries manufactures custom stile and rail and 5-ply flush doors, architectural paneling, conference tops and components. Specialty applications include veneer inlays and blueprint matching, acoustical, lead-lined and bullet resistant doors, fire-rated doors and panels through 90 minutes. Eggers provides full machining and factory finishing capabilities.

East Jordan Iron Works, Inc.  
booth 925  
10 W. 5th, San Angelo, TX 76903  
325.653.0105, fax 325.653.0746  
www.ejw.com  
East Jordan Iron Works is a leader in the manufacture and distribution of tree grates, decorative trench grating, logo manhole and inlet covers to support the building industry. EJW also manufactures water distribution products including fire hydrants and gate valves, valve boxes and storm drainage casings.

East Teak Fine Hardwoods, Inc.  
booths 125, 127  
PO Box 239  
Sultan, WA 98294  
360.793.3754, fax 360.793.7835  
www.eastteak.com  
East Teak Fine Hardwoods, Inc. is the leading importer of the high grade teak lumber, exotic hard woods and fine hardwood products that are used in yachts, hotels, resorts, office buildings and luxury homes. East Teak serves the architectural, upscale residential, commercial construction and boating industries.

Ecophon Acoustic Ceilings  
booth 317  
1912 Hollister  
Houston, TX 77080  
713.465.3333, fax 713.465.0873  
www.ecophon-us.com  
Ecophon manufactures acoustic ceiling systems that incorporate a unique combination of sustainability, superior sound absorption, extremely high recycled content and state-of-the-art aesthetics. In Texas represented by Judy Maniscalco at Maniscalco & Associates, Inc., judymaniscalco@aol.com.

Elegant Additions  
booth 132  
150 Turtle Creek, Ste. 203, Dallas, TX 75207  
214.745.0088, fax 214.745.7007  
www.elegantadditions.net  
Elegant Additions, kitchens and baths, will exhibit some of the latest plumbing fixtures for the residential or specialty commercial bath or kitchen and door hardware for your next project.

Elgin Butler Company  
booth 226  
365 FM 606 East, Elgin, TX 78621  
512.285.3556, fax 512.281.2487  
www.elginbutler.com  
Manufacturers of superior structural ceramic glazed facing materials, including brick, structural tile, solar screen tile, building trim units, and ceramic base units. Available in a wide variety of glazed colors, sizes and textures. Rich Ideas, Real Innovation.

eLogictech Solutions Inc.  
booth 911  
425 Market St., Ste. 2200  
San Francisco, CA 94105  
415.955.2744, fax 408.877.3564  
www.elogitech.com  
eLogictech Solutions, Inc., is a product and services company focused on full cycle software projects, product development, and CAD services for the AEC industry. eLogic Code Checker, eCC, is a building plan checking software, based on IBC 2003, that automates the building plan review process.

Epic Metals Corporation  
booth 315  
11 Talbot Ave., Ránkin, PA 15104  
412.351.3913, fax 412.351.2018  
www.epicmetals.com  
EPIC Metals Corporation is the architectural choice for structural roof and floor deck ceiling systems. Our product lines address various architectural appearance options, uncluttered long spans up to 65 feet, interior acoustical control and green building features. Epicore®, Archdeck®, Wideck® and En vista® offer features to fit any project needs.

Faithful-Gould  
booth 522  
2925 Birkar park Dr., Ste. 550  
Houston, TX 77042  
832.476.3320, fax 713.278.7974  
www.fgould.com  
Faithful-Gould is one of the world’s largest project and cost management consultancies, employing over 2,000 staff, with a turnover in excess of $220 million, and an expanding office base in the Asia Pacific region, Europe, the United Kingdom, and the United States.

Featherlite Building Products  
booth 603  
2821 W. 7th St., Fort Worth, TX 76107  
817.332.4101, fax 817.390.2404  
www.brick.com  
Featherlite Building Products is the largest concrete masonry producer in the Southwest. Featherlite’s family of products offers an economic solution for diverse, distinctive concrete masonry construction that combined concretes durability, and ease of maintenance with unlimited aesthetic opportunities. Featherlite is a member of Acme Brick family of companies.

Ferrari Textiles Corp.  
booth 326  
1420 SW 5th Ct.  
Pompano Beach, FL 33069  
954.942.3000, fax 954.382.5555  
www.ferrariextiles.com  
Ferrari Textiles manufactures dimensionally stable composite membranes for textile architecture, solar protection, commercial awning, textile facade, interior and exterior window shading and digital print. All products recyclable at end-of-product life span. Design and produce something visually memorable with fabric architecture.

Fiberglass Specialties, Inc.  
booth 1004  
500 Austin Ave., Henderson, TX 75653  
903.657.6522, fax 903.657.2148  
www.fsweb.com  
Flintco, Inc.  
booth 617  
5316 Hwy. 290 W., Ste. 480  
Austin, TX 78735  
512.891.7224, fax 512.891.7229  
www.flintco.com  
Flintco, Inc. is the largest American Indian owned construction company and one of the largest commercial contractors in the nation. Flintco provides a range of constructive solutions and is consistently selected as the contractor of choice by clients representing business sectors that include higher education, healthcare, office, sports, corrections, utilities and governmental.

FreeAxez USA  
booths 607, 609  
420 Keim Blvd., Burlington, NJ 08016  
609.747.8100, fax 609.747.8600  
www.freazaex.com  
Free Aze is a patented all steel, low profile, quick connect access flooring system. The components lock together without any glues, screws or fasteners. Best of NeoCon 2006 Gold Medal award winner, FreeAxez fulfills
the promise of a user friendly, indestructible, sustainable wire management platform. UL and GreenSpec listed.

**FutureStone**  
**booth 233**  
4055 International Plaza, Ste. 500  
Fort Worth, TX 76109  
817.377.9215, fax 817.377.9219  
www.futurestone.com  
FutureStone, exclusive Texas distributor of NUDURA insulated concrete form (ICF) building technology, provides the benefits of poured-in-place concrete walls while improving energy and environmental performance, and contributes substantially to LEED certification. FutureStone supports NUDURA with extensive training, support and competitive pricing; bringing projects in on time and under budget.

**Gaco Western**  
**booth 338**  
PO Box 59571, Dallas, TX 75229  
214.902.8940, fax 214.902.8942  
www.gaco.com  
Gaco Western develops and manufactures high-performance elastomeric coatings and polyurethane foam for the construction industry. Specializing in spray foam insulation for roof and wall applications, metal roof restoration, parking and pedestrian decks, below-grade and chiller tank applications – whatever your specific need, Gaco has you covered.

**Garland Company Inc.**  
**booth 907**  
3800 E. 91st St., Cleveland, OH 44105  
800.321.9336, fax 216.641.0633  
www.garlandco.com  
The Garland Company is a leading small business manufacturer and distributor of high-performance roofing solutions for commercial, industrial and public properties.

**Gate Precast Company Gate Concrete Products Company**  
**booth 406**  
3201 Veterans Dr., Pearland, TX 77584  
281.485.3273, fax 281.485.7644  
www.gateprecast.com  
A PCI certified producer-erector of precast, prestressed hollowcore planking, Gate is a preferred precast manufacturer for the south-central southwest U.S. In 2006, Gate-Core was erected in Texas, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, New Mexico and Oklahoma. Gate’s resume includes condominiums/dormitories, schools, churches, hospitals, offices, military, industrial and water treatment facilities.

**Glass Block Shop Inc.**  
**booth 238**  
2144 Royal Ln., Ste. 300  
Dallas, TX 75229  
972.243.7343, fax 972.243.3666  
www.glassblockshop.com  
Glass Block Shop, Inc is proud to show our exclusive new heat formed glass product, Xpression Glass. This is a unique textured glass for windows, doors, partitions, showers, counter tops, cabinets and much more. 3/16” up to 1 1/2” thick glass can be formed.

**Grand Openings, Inc.**  
**booths 1026, 1022**  
3920 W. Lovers Ln.  
Dallas, TX 75209  
214.956.7700, fax 214.956.7709  
www.millworksolutions.com  
Grand Openings, Inc., distributors of Kolbe Windows & Doors, supplies the quality products used by Texas Architects in remodeling projects, historic renovations and new residential and commercial construction. With locations throughout the U.S., we can supply the product wherever your project may be.

**Häfele America Co.**  
**booth 814**  
3235 10th St., N.  
St. Petersburg, FL 33704  
727.827.1425, fax 727.827.1394  
www.hafeleonline.com  
Häfele is a world leader in architectural hardware and furniture technology. From sliding door hardware, human support systems, door hardware to electronic access control systems. There are over 25,000 products inventoried in the US. Also included in our assortment of products are decorative and functional hardware for cabinetry and furniture.

**Hanson Brick (Sponsor)**  
**booth 403**  
2711 Hwy, 281 N., Ste. 101  
San Antonio, TX 78209  
830.980.7071, fax 830.438.7141  
www.hansobrick.com  
Hanson Brick, North America’s largest brick manufacturer with more than 2,000 employees and operations across the continent, Hanson Brick provides its customers with superior selection and service, offering five regional brick collections with more than 1,000 styles of brick, Hanson Brick is part of Hanson PLC, an international building materials company.

**Hanson Roof Tile**  
**booth 401**  
1850 S. Military T r.  
Deerfield Beach, FL 33442  
800.624.4132, fax 954.426.2200  
www.hansonrooftile.com  
Hanson Roof Tile produces a wide variety of concrete roof tile. Replicating slate, shake and Spanish tile roofs, this durable roofing material is capable of withstanding nature’s most severe elements. For both new construction and re-roofing applications, Hanson supplies roof tile for residential, multifamily developments and commercial projects.

**Hart Gaugler & Assoc. Inc.**  
**booth 114**  
12801 N. Central Expwy., Ste. 1400  
Dallas, TX 75243  
972.339.5111, fax 972.339.5055  
www.hargaulger.com  
Hart, Gaugler & Associates, Inc is committed to providing high quality structural engineering design services to a diverse architectural client base serving national markets. Our company is known for excellent customer service and high quality structural engineering design. Hart, Gaugler & Associates maintain registrations in 46 states and Puerto Rico.

**HB&G**  
**booth 1015**  
350 Hendricks Dr., Troy, AL 36081  
800.265.4324 x.6549, fax 334.807.8655  
www.hbgcolumns.net  
HB&G manufactures a full line of high quality, low maintenance building products including PermaCast columns in round, square and craftsman styles. PermaCast columns are load bearing and have a lifetime warranty; PermaPorch railing in pre-built sections or individual components; PermaPost in three styles; PermaPorch ceiling and the new PermaWrap balustrade systems in three sizes.

**Headwaters Construction Materials**  
**booths 414, 416, 418**  
5014 Callaghan Rd., San Antonio, TX 78259  
210.680.3441, fax 210.680.3449  
Headwaters Construction Material/SCP is a producer of concrete masonry units which includes our full line of lightweight and architectural block plus concrete brick for residential and commercial applications.

**Hendee Enterprises, Inc.**  
**booth 715**  
9350 South Point Dr., Houston, TX 77054  
713.796.2322, fax 713.796.0494  
www.hendee.com  
Hendee specializes in the design, manufacture and installation of awnings, fabric structures and associated aluminum and steel frames. We are also often called upon to assist with the design and manufacture of interior fabric applications as well as innovative tension structures.

**Hi-Tec Flooring Distributors, Inc.**  
**booth 714**  
13290 Hempstead Rd., Ste. 310  
Houston, TX 77040  
713.460.3523, fax 713.460.3528  
www.hitechflooring.com  
A wholesale flooring distributor focusing on specialty resilient flooring products for the commercial environment. Hi-Tec distributes high quality products for commercial applications including but not limited to healthcare, education and retail. Stop by our booth to see what is new and innovative in the resilient industry.
Hollaender Manufacturing
booth 820
10285 Wayne Ave.
Cincinnati, OH 45215
513.772.8800, fax 513.772.8806
www.hollaender.com
Hollaender is a complete structural pipe fitting provider offering several aluminum handrail systems that meet differing architectural styles and tastes. All of our systems can be designed to meet OSHA, IBC, BOCA, SBC, & UBC. Various combinations of aluminum pipe, infill panels and fittings can be selected for use in any building application you may have.

ICI Paints
booth 1037
1515 Valley Landing, Katy, TX 77450
832.347.3788, fax 281.392.9183
www.iciduluxpaints.com
Stop by the booth to see ICI Dulux Lifemaster Low VOC paint and ICI Dulux’s professional interior and exterior products.

Interceramic
booths 417, 419
2333 S. Jupiter Rd.
Garland, TX 75041
214.503.5500, fax 214.503.5555
www.interceramic.com
Interceramic offers an extensive collection of ceramic and porcelain wall and floor tile including our newly expanded offerings of natural stone and glass tile as well as our newly developed HD line of high density ceramics; with less than 2.5% absorption, breaking strength of over 450 psi and a cost advantage over porcelain.

International Code Council
booth 807
445 E. FM 1382, Ste. 3 #266
Cedar Hill, TX 75104
888.422.7231, fax 972.775.1265
www.iccsafe.org
The International Code Council, a membership association dedicated to building safety and fire prevention, develops the codes used to construct residential and commercial buildings, including homes and schools. Most U.S. cities, counties and states that adopt codes choose the International Codes developed by the International Code Council.

International Play Company - Texas
booth 316
3002 Peckskill Ct., Pearland, TX 77584
832.394.3818, fax 281.412.3203
www.iplayco.com
The play equipment of International Play Company - Texas is theme orientated and designed to inspire a child’s imagination. It is our business objective to provide a line of safe interactive play environments, which stimulate a child’s mind and body.

J&L Shutters
booth 1013
3119 FleeBrook Dr.
Memphis, TN 38116
800.238.2888, fax 901.452.7067
www.jlsutters.com
J&L Shutters manufactures operable exterior shutters and IBC, TDI, and FBC code compliant hurricane shutters. Our completely synthetic shutters are reinforced with stainless steel and are manufactured and painted to your specifications. All shutters come with a lifetime warranty and a 10 year paint warranty backed by Sherwin-Williams.

James Hardie Building Products
booths 330, 332
26300 La Alameda, Ste. 250
Mission Viejo, CA 92691
949.348.4462, fax 949.367.4630
www.jameshardie.com
A leader in fiber-cement based technology and manufacturing, James Hardie Building Products markets Hardiplank® lap siding and HardiPanel® vertical siding, Hardie Shingleside™ shingles, HardiTrim®, HardiSoffit® panels, HardiBacker® and HardiBacker 500™ ceramic backerboard. Lightweight and resilient, these products combine the appearance and workability of wood with the durability that only we can deliver.

Jaster Quintanilla - Sponsor
booth 614
2105 Commerce St., Ste. 100
Dallas, TX 75201
214.752.9098, fax 214.752.8771
www.jaster.com
Jaster-Quintanilla JQ is a full-service structural and civil engineering and surveying firm that specializes in shaping the built environment. We serve the architectural community in Texas and the Southern U.S. from our offices in Dallas, San Antonio, Houston and Austin where the firm was founded.

JE Dunn Construction
booth 821
3500 S. Gessner, Ste. 200
Houston, TX 77083
713.521.4664, fax 713.834.1373
www.jedunn.com
JE Dunn is ranked in the top 20 general contractors in the nation with an intense focus on both quality of construction and timely completion. We offer the full range of construction delivery services for many building types including healthcare, higher education, corporate, government, recreation, retail and worship facilities.

John W. McDougall in association with Ed Flume Building Specialties, Ltd.
booth 302
708 W. Summit, San Antonio, TX 78212
210.732.6139, fax 210.735.2647
www.jwmcd.com
John W. McDougall Co., Inc. is one of the leading fabricators/installers of aluminum composite material in the United States. With in-house design and project management, and seven different tested systems, McDougall is the right fit for your budget.

Johns Manville
booth 624
717 17th St., Denver, CO 80217-5108
303.978.2000, fax 303.978.3661
www.specJM.com
Johns Manville produces naturally white formaldehyde-free fiberglass insulation. Additionally, JM insulation is made of 25% recycled glass, reducing the impact of landfills by 90,000 tons. When you consider the incredible sustainability of JM formaldehyde-free insulation, it doesn’t make sense to specify anything else.

Kalwall/Read Architectural Products, LLC
booth 304
14675 Midway Rd., Ste. 209
Addison, TX 75001
972.458.1414, fax 972.458.9110
www.readap.com
Kalwall is a proven building technology with the invention of a translucent sandwich panel. Kalwall allows building designers to incorporate advanced technologies into buildings of today and tomorrow. Kalwall is the most highly insulating, diffuse light-transmitting, structural composite sandwich panel technology in the world.

Kelly-Moore Paint Co.
booth 905
501 W. Hurst Blvd., Hurst, TX 76053
817.268.3131, fax 817.268.8108
www.kellymoore.com
Stop by to see the architecture color box containing 3" x 5" color cards and CD containing technical information on our paint products along with MSDS information. Also pick-up a color fandeck and product brochure.

King Architectural Metals
booth 205
9611 E. RL Thornton, Dallas, TX 75228
214.876.0806, fax 214.237.0753
www.kingmetals.com
King Architectural Metals leads the industry with award winning design, high quality manufacturing and custom hand forging techniques. A vast selection of hand forged balusters, panels, rosettes, and other unique decorative elements await you in the King Architectural Metals catalog. Our styles range from early Greco-Romanesque, Gothic, Renaissance, Baroque, Rococo and Empire to Art Deco, Modern and Post-Modern.

Kraftsman Playground
booth 819
1955 Hunde Rd., Spring, TX 77388
281.353.3999, fax 281.353.2265
www.kppec.com
Kraftsman builds the finest playground equipment and aquatic water play areas available today. Kraftsman is preferred by architects and designers for fun, safe splash pads, playgrounds, water slides, skate parks and park amenities. Our clients include schools, day cares, churches, city and municipal parks, HOAs, developers and more.

Kwik Paint Company
booth 520
905 Ave. T, Ste. 312, Grand Prairie, TX 75050
972.829.5093, fax 972.322.0640
www.kwalpaint.com
Kwik Paint manufactures architectural and maintenance finishes and distributes high performance coatings, sundries, spray equipment and wallcoverings from leading national manufacturers. Kwik Paint is the exclusive distributor of the Comex Texuri line of texture coatings, both interior and exterior and special finishes such as Venetian plaster and faux finishes.

L.A. Fuess Partners
Structural Engineers  Sponsor
booth 525
3333 Lee Pkwy., Dallas, TX 75219
214.871.7010, fax 214.969.0665
www.lafp.com
L.A. Fuess Partners Inc., Structural Engineers - Providing innovative, experienced, and economical structural engineering solutions and service to Texas Architects. Lead Structural Engineer for the new D/FW Airport International Terminal D. National award-winning structures in Texas include Frisco’s Stonebriar Centre Mall and D/FW Airport’s new Rental Car Facility.

Landscape Forms Inc.
booth 1035
431 Lawndale Ave.
Kalamazoo, MI 49004
800.521.2546, fax 269.381.3455
www.landscapeforms.com
Landscape Forms is a designer, manufacturer and marketer of commercial outdoor furniture and accessories, and has won numerous design awards. The company’s product line includes exterior seating systems, benches, tables and chairs, umbrellas, picnic tables, planters, bike racks, bollards, litter receptacles and ash urns.

Lehigh Cement Company/White Cement Division
booth 800
7600 Imperial Way
Allentown, PA 18195
610.366.4660, fax 610.366.4638
www.lehighcement.com
Lehigh Cement Company has been the foremost producer of white cement for over a century. Lehigh white cements take artistic expression to new heights, allowing freedom to choose from an unlimited range of colors, textures, shapes, sizes and patterns to accommodate a multitude of applications.

List Industries
booth 877
5625 FM 1900 W #610, Houston, TX 77089
281.507.0953, fax 281.290.8067
www.listindustries.com
Metal lockers, benches, and metal shelving.

Lone Star Stone
booth 203
PO Box 2125, 1073 FM 1713
Whitney, TX 76692
254.694.6613, fax 254.694.0815
www.lonestarstone.com
Lone Star Stone is one of the nation’s leading producers of manufactured stone veneer. Lone Star Stone is committed to providing the building industry with affordable solutions for their stone needs. Our products which come in a variety of styles and colors are lightweight, easy to install, and maintenance free.

M2 Studio Inc.
booths 531, 533, 630, 632
918 Oregon St., Dallas, TX 75207
214.752.7279, fax 214.915.0901
www.m2studio.net
M2 Studio provides a full range of cutting-edge 3D architectural rendering services including high-definition animation, photo-real renderings, and our exclusive, all animation, photo-real rendering technology which allows users to literally stroll through a simulated space at full scale--inch for inch. Demonstrations all day.

Marvin Windows and Doors
booth 424
PO Box 100, Warroad, MN 56763
800.610.6667, fax 218.386.4027
www.marvin.com
Marvin Windows and Doors offers the industry’s best selection of sizes, options and custom capabilities to exceed your building and remodeling needs.

Maxxon Corporation
booth 823
920 Hamel Rd., PO Box 253
Hamel, MN 55340
763.478.9000, fax 763.478.9095
www.maxxoncorporation.com
For the most advanced sound and fire control, Acousti-Mat sound control systems are the answer. With a nylon core of fused entanglement fabrics attached to a non-woven fabric, Acousti-Mat creates a void area between the subfloor and the high strength underlayment. This actually isolates sound waves, reducing airborne and impact noise.

MEDCO Construction
booth 523
2625 Elm St., Ste. 216
Dallas, TX 75226
214.820.4289, fax 214.820.4289
www.medcoconstruction.com
MEDCO is a full service general contractor with special expertise in the healthcare industry with superior services and quality for our clients. MEDCO has the unique ability to work on intensely complicated renovation projects in hospitals while business continues as usual.

MBCI
booth 1001
9315 Forest Ln. #118
Dallas, TX 75243
214.503.1212, fax 214.503.8909
www.mbciofficial.com
MBCI is dedicated to providing professional liability insurance to Architects and Engineers in North Texas. MBCI offers numerous AIA accredited seminars and resources to service your insurance and risk management needs, which include exclusive A/E/E program, exclusive property & casualty program, contract review, pre-claims assistance, policy review, and application assistance.

MCT Sheet Metal, Inc.
booth 906
20210 Quail Katy, TX 77493
281.391.0285, fax 281.391.4787
www.mctsheetmetal.com
MCT Sheet Metal, Inc. is a major provider of quality architectural sheet metal products and services to schools, churches, residential and industrial clients and customers. The MCT Retro-Fit roof system is a major specialty which involves replacing a leak-proof flat roof with an attractive, sloped, trouble-free standing seam metal roof.

MasterTile
booths 801, 803
12614 Hempstead Rd., Houston, TX 77092
713.300.3638, fax 713.300.3674
www.masterstile.com
MasterTile has locations in three regions including Texas, California, Arizona, Florida, Louisiana, and Oklahoma. MasterTile recently developed a National Account Program to handle all national specifications. MasterTile carries a wide variety of commercial tiles including Crossville, Florida Tile.
Metal Dek Group* a Unit of CSi®
booth 924
650 Rosewood Dr., Columbia, SC 29020
803.251.5084, fax 803.744.6189
www.metaldek.com
The CSi® Metal Dek Group™ offers one of the most complete lines of architectural and structural roof, floor and form metal decks in the industry. Our specialty deck product lines include Versa-Dek® and Deep-Dek® for your unique floor and roof applications.

Mid-Continental Restoration Company, Inc.
booth 100
4101 Murray Ave., Fort Worth, TX 76117
817.481.8613, fax 817.251.0876
www.mcidcontinental.com
Mid-Continental Restoration Company, Inc. provides quality masonry restoration and waterproofing services to 25 states across the midwest and southeastern regions of the United States.

MKM Sales
booth 804
7280 College St., Beaumont, TX 77707
409.866.6702, fax 409.866.6501
www.mkmsales.com
MKM Sales represents storm water management products by Invisible Structures and AquaShield, Grasspave2, and Gravelpave2 by ISI is a LEED recognized alternative to concrete and asphalt, designated by the EPA as a BMP. AquaShield is able to clean stormwater discharge with a hydrodynamic separator, removing 91% TSS and floatable oils.

Monolithic Constructors, Inc.
booth 221
177 Dome Park Place, Italy, TX 76651
972.483.7423, fax 972.483.0062
www.monolithic.com
Monolithic Domes are safe from tornadoes, hurricanes, earthquakes and fire. It’s tomorrow’s building available today. This paradigm shift in construction has been deemed by FEMA, “near absolute protection.” This term is used for structures designed and constructed according to FEMA’s specifications, so that they can shelter a community from natural disasters.

Nana Wall Systems
booth 633
707 Redwood Hwy., Mill Valley, CA 94941
415.383.3148, fax 415.383.0312
www.nanawall.com
NanaWall folding and individual panel sliding door systems combine the clear beauty and weather tight security of a fixed glass wall with the ability to instantly and easily fold wide open. NanaWall opening glass wall systems are custom designed and independently tested for commercial and residential use in aluminum, clad and wood.

National Gypsum Company
booth 719
1821 Glen Aerie Lane, Corinth, TX 76210
940.269.3084, fax 940.269.3084
www.nationalgypsum.com
National Gypsum is one of the leading gypsum wallboard producers in the world. National Gypsum offers a full line of interior finishing products including joint compounds, tape and plasters. Its growing cement board product line has a strong customer base in the United States and several other countries.

NUCONSTEEL®
booth 420
525 S. Locust St., Denton, TX 76201
940.891.3050, fax 940.383.7924
www.nuconsteel.com
NUCONSTEEL®, a Nucor Company, is a fully integrated designer and manufacturer of total framing solutions featuring our innovative NUSOLUTIONS® framing systems, which includes NUTRUSS® and NU PANEL™. NUCONSTEEL® provides load bearing light gauge steel roof, floor and wall framing systems for commercial and residential building projects all over the country.

Oldcastle Jewell Concrete Products
booths 422, 424
400 Jewell Dr., Waco, TX 76712
254.772.3140, fax 254.772.6999
www.jewellconcrete.com
Jewell Concrete Products offers a wide variety of product lines. In addition to regular CMU, we now manufacture Split Face CMU, Ground Face CMU, JewellStone oversized CMU, Buff Erin Stone, Ashford Brick, Keystone retaining walls, and the Belgard paver line.

Ornings Corning Cultured Stone®
booth 407
One Ornings Corning Pkwy., Toledo, OH 43659
800.255.1727, fax 707.255.5372
www.culturedstone.com
Ornings Corning’s Cultured Stone® veneers provide the beauty of natural stone for half the cost and one quarter the weight. Recent introductions include five designer colors in the Cultured Brick® line, Pro-Fit® Alpine Ledgestone, a Frank Lloyd Wright-inspired stacked stone texture in three colors and the new Monticello® Trim Collection.

Panel Specialists, Inc.
booth 516
3115 Range Rd., Temple, TX 76504
254.774.9800, fax 254.774.7222
www.panelspec.com
Panel Specialists, Inc. (PSE) is a leading manufacturer and supplier of durable, decorative and wall panel systems, functional interior furnishings, cabinetry, casework and stone & glass products including Topstone stone fabrication & water jet services, Thermak non-combustible panel systems, design-engineering services, and installation services.

Pantheon Floor Solutions, Inc.
booth 917
2116 Walnut Ridge St., Dallas, TX 75229
214.740.1178, fax 214.740.8676
www.pantheonconf.com
Our product line includes floor tiles, ventilated facade systems, high performance vinyl systems, complete installation systems and other specialty floor materials. Our manufacturing processes are ISO certified and contribute to a LEED initiative. Our innovative ventilated facade system provides design appeal and function. This system is the future in sustainable building and LEED.

Pavestone
booth 903
3215 Hwy. 304, Grapevine, TX 76099
817.481.8613, fax 817.251.0876
www.pavestone.com
Manufacturers of interlocking pavers, segmented retaining walls, articulating concrete blocks (erosion control) and concrete precast site furnishings.

Pelton Marsh Kinsella
booth 616
1420 W. Mockingbird Ln., Ste. 400
Dallas, TX 75247
214.688.7444, fax 214.951.7408
www.pemkconsultants.com
Pelton Marsh Kinsella (PMK) provides architectural and environmental acoustics, audio-video and low-voltage systems consulting including design of audiovisual systems, sound reinforcement, distance learning systems, CATV and broadcast systems. Projects include hotels/casinos, resorts, high-rise condominiums, convention centers, performing arts facilities, universities, stadiums/arenas/ballparks, themed/recreational complexes and corporate offices/headquarters.

PHP Systems and Design
booth 721
5334 Harvey Wilson Dr., Houston, TX 77020
713.672.3088, fax 713.672.2786
www.portablepipehangers.com
PHP Systems and Design is the technological leader in providing the solution to setting piping, equipment, and walkways on any surface or roof system. The PHP Systems offer height adjustability, easy installation, increased load distribution, flexibility, and on-site tech-
nical support. To date, this is the only system that does not violate the roofing manufacturer’s warranty.

Pittsburgh Corning Corporation
booth 225
2144 Royal Ln., Ste. 300, Dallas, TX 75229
972.243.7443, fax 972.243.3666
www.pittsburghcorning.com

Porcelanosa Group
booths 222, 224
8700 NW 13th Terrace
Miami, FL 33172
305.715.7133, fax 305.592.6999
www.porcelanosa-usa.com

Tile manufacturing is our backbone, but today the Porcelanosa Group excels also at the manufacturing of bathroom vanities, sanitary ware, kitchens and related products. This product offering comes together in our Lifestyle concept, an integrative view of our products as home-making solutions for residential and commercial customers worldwide.

PPG Industries, Inc.
booth 621
7428 Clearhaven Dr.
Dallas, TX 75248
972.490.7610, fax 972.490.7611
www.ppgidesapes.com

PPG IdeScapes™ is a unified architectural brand identity that encompasses the company’s architectural products and services. Products represented under the PPG IdeScapes banner are PPG Architectural Glass, PPG Industrial Finishes, PPG Architectural Finishes, PPG IdeScapes aim is to serve architects and specifiers more effectively and efficiently.

Precision Architectural Lighting
booth 622
4830 Timber Creek Dr.
Houston, TX 77017
713.946.4343, fax 713.946.4441
www.palighting.com

A small, affordable, adjustable and rotatable accent light, the new AccessA Series by Precision Architectural Lighting based in Houston, TX, is available in 22 colors. With wall, ceiling and pendant mounting and narrow and wide lighting patterns, AccessA solves many lighting problems at an affordable price.

Premier Building Systems
booth 515
4609 70th Ave. E
Fife, WA 98424
253.926.2020, fax 253.926.3992
www.pbspanel.com

Premier Building Systems manufactures Structural Insulated Panels SIPs. These insulated panels consisting of an EPS core laminated between two sheets of engineered wood are used in floors, walls and roofs for residential and commercial construction including schools, churches, retirement centers as well as multifamily developments. We will be opening a new manufacturing facility in Marlin, Texas this year.

Professional Flooring Supply Roppe
booth 620
6211 Airport Fwy., Fort Worth, TX 76117
817.874.4737 x.2113, fax 817.508.0817
www.professionalflooring.com

Protecto Wrap Company
booth 900
1555 S. Cherokee St., Denver, CO 80223
303.777.3001, fax 303.777.9273
www.protectowrap.com

Protecto Wrap manufactures high-quality, self-adhering membranes for building applications including energy-saving solutions, roofing, above below grade waterproofing, window/door dealing tapes, and anti-fracture/sound control flooring underlayments. Our ongoing research and development assures you of the highest quality materials available today.

Pruitt Consulting, Inc.
booth 1017
2921 Brown Dr., Ste. 200, Bedford, TX 76021
817.428.7604, fax 817.428.7604
www.blldcodes.net

Pruitt Consulting, Inc. provides building code consulting services to architects. We can assist you in the design of your next project to determine code compliance and in resolving issues with code officials. Additional services include pre-permit review, TAS review and inspection and energy compliance review.

Pyrok, Inc.
booth 415
36 Butler Hillard, Somers, NY 10589
914.277.5135, fax 914.276.3990
www.pyrokine.com

Pyrok acoustement wall and ceiling finishes are specified wherever decorative plaster finishes, durability and sound absorption are desired. Available in Gypsum and Portland cement, all Pyrok acoustement formulations are spray applied in a variety textures, in standard and custom colors, or can be painted without degrading any of the acoustical performance, complete with a ten year warranty.

Quality Powder Coating
booth 920
1878 Forms Dr., Carrollton, TX 75006
972.488.0635, fax 972.488.0696
www.qualitypowdercoating.com

Wood grains, marbles & granities, Quality Powder Coating introduces the latest specialty powder coating finishes. You have to see it to believe it. This specialty coating can be applied to anything metal or aluminum, and we are one of the first companies in North America to offer this.

RACO Interior Products, Inc.
booth 708
2000 Silber Rd., Houston, TX 77055
800.272.7226, fax 713.682.2059
www.racointeriors.com

RACO Interior Products manufactures Interior Aluminum OfficeFronts™ for commercial office space. Our product line includes top-hung sliders, barn door sliders and pocket frames, bifold frames and 20-minute positive pressure rated frames and doors. We provide factory finishing in both clear anodized and electrostatically applied baked on paint.

Reynolds Advanced Materials
booth 102
2131 S. Harwood, Dallas, TX 75215
214.421.4377, fax 214.421.5126
www.reynoldsam.com

If you’ve ever admired a piece of sculpture or marveled at architectural ornamentation, then you’ve encountered the handiwork of people who use the Reynolds Advanced Materials’ rubbers, plastics, foams and other products to turn their dreams into 3-dimensional reality. Architectural restoration professionals use our rubber to make molds to create or restore elaborate pieces of architectural ornamentation.

Ridgway’s (Sponsor)
booths 604, 606
6300 Gulton, Houston, TX 77081
713.953.2305, fax 713.988.9844
www.ridgways.com

Ridgway’s provides the AEC industry with high quality reprographic services, and we are proud to showcase live demonstrations of our web solutions at this year’s convention. See web services that streamline the distribution of plans and specifications, including remote printing, PlanWell™, BidCaster™, and much more.

Ron Blank & Associates, Inc.
booth 514
2611 N. Loop 1604 W., Ste. 100
San Antonio, TX 78258
210.408.6700, fax 210.408.6767
www.ronblank.com

Ron Blank & Associates provides free AIA Continuing Education programs to architects on www.ronblank.com. BBA also provides CE courses for box lunch presentations, scheduled at 800.248.6364.

San Antonio Sound & Light
booth 436
207 Branniff, San Antonio, TX 78216
210.324.3100, fax 210.324.3191
www.santaniosoundlight.com

Acoustic Consulting Services - room modeling, noise abatement, vibration analysis, ASTM compliant NIC, STC, NR, Leq. Audio/Video Systems design for conference rooms/meeting facilities/houses of worship to include - room photometric studies, line diagrams, floor plans, bid documents, CAD detail drawings.
Schirmer Engineering
booth 615
1701 N. Collins Blvd., Ste. 235
Richardson, TX 75080
972.234.1617, fax 972.234.2753
www.schirmereng.com
Schirmer Engineering offers worldwide services in fire protection and life safety consulting. Expertise includes fire suppression system design; fire alarm and security system design; accessibility, building and fire code consultation; smoke control system design; computer modeling of fire/smoke development; timed-exiting analysis; loss control and risk analysis.

Schluter Systems
booth 901
194 Pleasant Ridge Rd.
Plattsburgh, NY 12901
800.472.4588, fax 800.477.9783
www.schluter.com
Schluter® Systems creates and manufactures installation systems specifically designed for ceramic tile and stone. These innovative systems combine state-of-the-art technology, practical experience and attention to detail in order to protect the integrity of every tile installation and allow for the application of this ideal surface covering on virtually any surface.

Schuler Shook
booth 303
302 N. Market St., Ste. 500, Dallas, TX 75202
214.747.8300, fax 214.747.8400
www.schulershook.com
Schuler Shook offers a full range of theatre design services: feasibility studies, facility planning/programming, stage rigging/curtains, lifts, theatrical lighting systems, orchestra shells, Majestic Theatre, San Antonio; Nokia Theatre at Grand Prairie; Dallas City Performance Hall; The Plaza Theatre, El Paso; South Texas College PAC. Offices in Dallas, Chicago, Minneapolis.

Schwab Structural Engineering, Inc.
booth 437
555 H135 S, Ste. 230
New Braunfels, TX 78130
830.624.2225, fax 830.624.2235
www.schwabse.com
Schwab Structural Engineering, Inc. provides engineering of record and precast specialty engineering from the foundation to the superstructure for commercial, educational and department of defense projects. We employ a diverse team with expertise in various materials - steel, concrete, wood, CMU, light gauge steel and prestressed concrete.

The Sherwin Williams Company
booth 722
8850 Jameel Rd., Ste. 150
Houston, TX 77090
713.957.4200, fax 713.681.8634
www.sherwin-williams.com
Please come visit Brian G. Patton and John Gaston at the Sherwin Williams Company booth and learn more about our new Green initiatives, including our new ProGreen 200 Latex Eggshell and our Pro Classic Waterborne Enamels. Also, get a free fan deck of the hot colors for 2007.

Skywall/Vistawall Group
booth 200
803 Airport Rd., Terrell, TX 75160
972.551.6207, fax 972.551.6342
www.vistawall.com
Skywall Translucent Systems is introducing a new high performance AcrylitGC exterior translucent sheet and a newly reengineered framing system, which lowers job cost, and improves installation time. Along with these new advances Skywall will be showing the ATS advanced framing system, the SW 250 and SW 400 Translucent Curtain Wall Systems.

Southern Pine Council
booth 619
2900 Indiana Ave., Kenner, LA 70065
504.443.4464, fax 504.443.6612
www.southernpine.com
Southern Pine Council provides the design/build community free technical information on the specification, use and application of Southern Pine lumber. Browse our complete literature library at SouthernPine.com, and at RaisedFloorLiving.com, discover the benefits of a raised wood foundation system.

The Southwell Co.
booth 608
928 N. Alamo, San Antonio, TX 78215
210.223.1831, fax 210.223.8517
www.southwellco.com
Signage: Cast bronze plaques for dedications, donors, memorials and corporate logos; military logos. Building letters (cut and router cutout) made of aluminum, bronze, brass and plastic. Backlit letters with LEDs. ADA signs. Custom signage, logos and emblems made from your artwork.

Southwest Terrazzo Association
booth 938
800.472.4588, fax 800.477.9783
www.southwestsolutions.com
Double your storage, enhance efficiency and improve security. Spacesaver helps your clients get organized. Customize your filing and storage systems. Choose from an endless array: stationary, mobile or rotary file systems, or quickspace pullout units. Designed for the five key support areas: mailroom, file area, library, storage and data center.

SpawGlass | Sponsor
booth 605
3800 West Rd.
Houston, TX 77041
281.970.5300, fax 281.970.5305
www.spawglass.com
Voted among Texas Monthly’s Best Places to Work, Spaw-Glass is 100% employee-owned and operated by more than 300 employee shareholders. Landmark projects include the historic restoration of the Texas State Capitol, SBC Center, Houston Museum of Natural Science’s Cockrell Butterfly Center/Wortham IMAX, Austin Convention Center, and the World Birding Centers.

Strong Products Group, LTD
booth 1032
408 W. Eighth St., Ste. 103
Dallas, TX 75208
214.941.1319, fax 214.942.0635
www.connectrac.com
The patented award winning connectrac floor mounted electrical raceway systems consist of a shallow aluminum track and aluminum cap forming a raceway for power, voice, and data cables. The unobtrusive, ADA compliant raceway systems provide an alternative to core-drills, raised flooring and power poles. Flat out genius!

Sun Ports
booth 314
8505-A Chancellor Row, Dallas, TX 75247
800.906.5065, fax 214.905.0514
www.sunports.com
Sun Ports offers shade solutions for everything under the sun. The company is the largest and most capable shade structure manufacturer in the United States with over 100,000 units installed nationwide. Sun Ports provides clients with complete design/build services including concept development, engineering, fabrication, project management and construction.
Terracon Consultants, Inc.  
booth 717  
8901 Carpenter Frwy., Ste. 100  
Dallas, TX 75247  
214.630.1010, fax 214.630.7070  
www.terracon.com

Terracon Consultants, Inc. provides full environmental services including Phase I & II Environmental Site Assessments (ESA), cleanup and remediation, asbestos, lead and mold surveys and monitoring, compliance consulting, geotechnical and construction materials testing services and a facilities group that performs Property Condition Assessments (PCA).

Texas Bureau for Lathing and Plastering  
booth 438  
1615 W. Abram, Ste. 101, Arlington, TX 76013  
817.461.0676, fax 817.461.0686  
www.tlbpo.org

The Texas Bureau for Lathing and Plastering is dedicated to the promotion of the Plastering Industry in the state of Texas. The Bureau offers educational programs on Portland Cement Plaster and EIFS. More information is available on our web sites, www.tlbpo.org and www.tlpc.org.

Texas Masonry Council  
booth 227  
447 S. Seguin Ave.  
New Braunfels, TX 78130  
830.625.4733, fax 830.625.4733  
www.texasmasonrycouncil.org

Texas Masonry Council is a professional trade association promoting total masonry construction wall systems. A total masonry construction wall system is built by utilizing materials that provide design flexibility, sustainability & durability, mold resistance, fire protection, protection from high wind & rain, energy efficient, acoustic properties, and is LEED friendly.

Texas Quarries  
booth 602  
2821 W. 7th St.  
Fort Worth, TX 76107  
817.332.4101, fax 817.330.2404  
www.brck.com

Texas Quarries provides distinctive Texas limestone, operating two quarries and a modern fabricating facility near Austin. With a customer list that includes clients from New York to California and from Canada to Japan, Texas Quarries provides superlative craftsmanship and unique limestone in a variety of styles and textures as expansive as the architect’s imagination.

Texas Registered Accessibility Specialists Association  
booth 116  
1314 Possum Trot  
Austin, TX 78703  
713.728.0824, fax www.trasaex.com

“Dedicated to Accessibility in the Built Environment,” the mission of TRASA is to enhance accessibility in the built environment and to raise the level of service provided by our members by presenting a unified voice. TRASA facilitates consistency in the application of the standards among Registered Accessibility Specialists.

Thos. S. Byrne, Ltd.  
booths 730, 732  
900 Summit Ave.  
Fort Worth, TX 76102  
817.335.3394, fax 817.877.5507  
www.tsbyrne.com

Thos. S. Byrne, Ltd. is an award-winning construction management/general contracting firm that specializes in high-finish, high-profile facilities which include office, museum, healthcare, historical restoration, education K-12 and higher education, and retail projects. Headquartered in Fort Worth, Texas, Byrne has offices in Dallas, Austin and San Antonio.

Total CAD Systems  
Sponsor booth 231  
480 N. Sam Houston Pkwy. E., Ste. 350  
Houston, TX 77060  
281.445.6161, fax 281.442.3999  
www.tcadsys.com

Explore the differences between 2-dimensional CAD and object oriented CAD. Avoid tedious drawing tasks, produce construction documents with greater accuracy, and discover the effects a fully rendered image can have at your next presentation. A professional from the architectural industry will showcase the Autodesk suite of products including Revit, Architectural Desktop, and VIZ.

Triarch  
booth 707  
One Energy Way, W. Warwick, RI 02893  
800.537.6111, fax 401.822.1590  
www.triarchinc.com

Triarch manufactures high performance interior and exterior architectural coatings. Trade names include Duroplex®, Plexture®, Faulux®, Spatula Stuhhi®, Granite™, Sand Storm™ and Fresco™. ISO 9001 All products are high performance, environmentally friendly and warranted against mold and mildew.

Tuflex Rubber Flooring  
booth 1003  
117 Hillcrest Dr.  
Kemp, TX 75144-8444  
877.885.1014, fax 903.432.4013  
www.tuflex.com

Tuflex - a product in a class by itself Tuflex tiles feature rugged good looks made from recycled rubber, primarily used tires. Tuflex produces floor tiles in the Titan and Spartus series, attractive 4"x4" mats and an interlocking tile floor, all manufactured with a patented vulcanization process.

Tamko Building Products  
booth 305  
PO Box 1404  
Joplin, MO 64802  
417.624.0644, fax www.tamko.com

Tamko offers its premier line of LAMARITE® composite shingles, MetalWorks® steel shingles, Evergrain® composite decking and Tam-Rail railing. TAMKO also offers residential and commercial asphalt roofing products including HERITAGE® laminated shingles, AWA-PLAN SBS-modifieds, TAM-PRO® asbestos-free cements and coatings, TAM-STAR white elastomeric coatings, and TAMKO® waterproofing products.
Wade Architectural Systems
booth 207, 307
1803 Humble Place Dr.
Humble, TX 77398
281.852.5246, fax 281.852.5246
www.wadearch.com

Water Technology, Inc.
booth 405
100 Park Ave.
Beaver Dam, WI 53916
800.538.8207, fax 920.887.7909
www.watertechnologyinc.com

Vectorworks Landmark is a cost-effective, easy-to-use design application tailored for landscape designers. Automated plant lists, an extensive plant database, automated grading, extensive site detail libraries, a hardscape tool and hand-drawn rendering capabilities allow landscape designers to create accurate plans and presentation drawings quickly and easily.

TXI Operations LP
booth 914
1341 W. Mockingbird Ln.
Dallas, TX 75247
972.647.6777, fax 972.647.3831
www.txi.com

TXI is committed to satisfying needs by entering innovative products like Relase™ a recycled green building material and Terra Tono™ liquid coloring for concrete. Attractive design goals coupled with sustainability are requisite; come investigate how TXI can help ideas become reality. Earthly outside, green inside; this is TXI.

Tymetal Corp.
booth 323
1501 Dixie Farm Rd., Bldg. 101
Pearland, TX 77581
800.328.4223, fax 281.648.1500
www.tymetal.com

Tymetal Corp., the industry leader in complete gate systems. Product line includes ornamental gates, cantilever gates, vertical lift gates, crash gates, pedestrian gates, v-groove gates, swing gates, sally ports, access controls, hydraulic gate operators, chain drive operators. Specifications available for download at www.tymetal.com

USA Datafax, Inc.
booth 300
821 Jupiter Rd., Ste. 407
Plano, TX 75074
469.467.7900, fax 469.241.9680
www.usadatafax.com

USA Datafax, Inc. offers the industry’s best selection of color printers, copiers and wide format products. All products are available for lease, rental or purchase. We will be showing the Canon W8300 Color 42” printer and the Canon 3220 Color Copies.

Vector Concepts, Inc.
booth 325
3609 Conflans, Irving, TX 75061
972.399.1303, fax 972.399.1621
www.vectorconcepts.com

Vector Concepts is distributors of DuPont Tyvek (Sponsor)

WEATHERIZATION PARTNERS, LTD.
booth 723
1305 Indian Trail
Dallas, TX 75229
972.991.0972, fax 928.387.0484
www.vectorworks.net

Weatherization Partners, Ltd. is a multi-disciplined consulting firm offering state-of-the-art design services in acoustics, sound, noise and vibration control, audio visual, video, broadcast, theatrical systems and multimedia communications systems. We provide services on a diverse range of project types, including high-tech educational, athletic facilities and performance art spaces just to name a few.

Weatherization Partners, Ltd.
distributors of DuPont Tyvek®
booth 723
1305 Indian Trail
Dallas, TX 75229
972.991.0972, fax 928.387.0484
www.vectorworks.net

Weatherization Partners, Ltd. has been the leader in developing and implementing a growth plan and utilizing proven tools and strategies such as lead generation, copywriting and sales training to hone your competitive edge.

W.R. Grace & Co.
booth 1019
6178 Downs Ridge Ct.
Elkridge, MD 21075
800.354.4656, fax 410.799.3527
www.graceathome.com

Wrightson Johnson Haddon & Williams, Inc.
booth 506
4801 Spring Valley Rd., Ste. 113
Dallas, TX 75244
972.934.3700, fax 972.934.3720
www.wjhw.com

Wrightson Johnson Haddon & Williams, Inc. (WJHW) is a multi-disciplined consulting firm offering state-of-the-art design services in acoustics, sound, noise and vibration control, audio visual, video, broadcast, theatrical systems and multimedia communications systems. We provide services on a diverse range of project types, including high-tech educational, athletic facilities and performance art spaces just to name a few.

For a current list of exhibitors, go to www.texasarchitect.org.
Put These LABOR SAVING SOLUTIONS™ To Work For You

If these walls could talk... what a story they’d tell.

This family of high performance products from Dietrich Metal Framing, the industry’s leading innovator, helps you to build better, faster and more profitable. Every one of these products significantly reduces installation time. Some up to 90% compared to traditional installation methods. Take the first step toward BIG labor and material savings by calling 800-682-5747 or visiting www.dietrichmetalframing.com.

** Psi Wall Panel Systems **

** Talk about beauty. **
** Talk about durability. **
** Talk about flexibility. **

Design your signature look for your project using our vertical or horizontal systems, contour panels or any number of surfaces. Your design creativity is unlimited with the PSI wall panel system—endless colors, design configurations and surfaces. Whether it’s new construction or renovation, you’ll find PSI’s wall panel systems to be extremely durable, easy to maintain, and cost effective. No wonder you see the PSI wall panel systems in so many schools, universities, healthcare facilities, airports, commercial facilities and activity centers.

** Texas Building Products, Inc. **

Manufacturer of quality CMU’s

- Spectra-Glaze™
- Burnished
- Rock Face

All units available in 16x16 and 15x24 sizes

(800) 368-1024
3281 Highway 108 • Strawn, Texas 76475
Phone (254) 672-5262 • Fax (254) 672-5841
Email: rtdtbp@txol.net

** Panel Specialists, Inc. **

1-800-947-9422
www.panelspec.com
factured for a large Ford project in Oklahoma. According to Luke Gresham, engineer-in-chief of Acme plants at the time, “He [Ford] wanted a Mexican brick so we went ahead and made him an ASTM machine-made brick...that fell into that category aesthetically.”

Ford’s association with Acme’s “El Fords” high-tech artisanal simulation experiment was arguably at odds with his preference for low-tech handmade brick. Yet his subsequent relationship to the Skidmore College project and the Nordmeyer soft-mud plant in Rio Grande City provide evidence for his receptiveness to simulated handmade brick produced through appropriately engineered technology that incorporates varying degrees of mechanization.

For more than a decade, Texans have not had to look far for an exemplary case of a large-scale manufacturer engaged in the production of simulated handmade brick. Starting in the 1990s, the robot-equipped Acme soft mud plant in Butler near Elgin produced an average of 46 million molded bricks annually. The soft mud was produced by mixing ground and sifted clays mined at the plant site into a blend at a 60/40-percent ratio of silt and sand to clay. This blended, water-saturated clay then was conveyed into the moulding system that incorporated a series of brick molds that were sized prior to filling. [The author wishes to thank Acme’s Jim Krueger, manager of the molded-brick plant, for his guided tour earlier this year, and James Nader, AIA, for arranging the tour. The soft-mud process was still in operation at the time, but soon after was replaced with a new stiff-mud production line.]

The entire computer-controlled process was by no means trouble-free, however, and was relatively high-cost in terms of gas, electricity, and water consumption. Short stoppages were common during the brick molding, dry setting, and robotic packaging stages. Workers intervened to clear away excessive mud droppings or cloggings, to replace broken cutting wires in the vertical extrusion system, or to pick-up, re-arrange, or toss out damaged brick during the setting and packaging stoppages.

The Industry’s Future

As any architect working in the Lower Rio Grande Valley will attest, the only aesthetically correct source of replacement bricks for historic reconstruction purposes are the extant artisanal brick plants on the Mexican side of the border that mold bricks the old fashioned way—with workers who knead clay as if it were dough, put globs of it into sanded wooden molds, disperse it into the mold and level it off with a wooden leveler or by hand, empty the mold onto a patio or drying surface that is smoothed-out ground. The natural dirt surface of the drying floor imparts to hand-molded brick its own rough texture and imperfections. Moreover, the clay used in these artisanal plants is from the same riverine sources used for more than a century. In recent decades, gas-firing technology has been adopted in many of these plants while others still fire kilns with wood.

At the present time, it appears that the future of handmade brick production in the riverine brickmaking belt of the municipality of Reynosa resides in a handful of plants in the Rancho Grande and Ejido Los Longorias sectors.

The plant with the highest profile is Ladrillera Reynosa, owned and operated by Joel Rodríguez Flores. With more than 30 years of participation in the Texas market, this plant has combined traditional hand-molding with mechanized technology, including machinery that moves and mixes raw materials for consistent clay texture and composition, and 10 gas-fired kilns.

By contrast, the smaller Reynoso family’s plant (Ladrillera Reynoso) exemplifies a type of worker-owner, family-centered entrepreneurialism that is firmly but pragmatically rooted in traditional border brick culture. Established by Diego Reynoso in the late 1930s, the plant in Ejido Los Longorias is currently owned and operated by his son, Antonio “Toño” Reynoso, and grandson, Tony Reynoso, who earned a degree in architecture at a university in Monterrey.
Recent innovations introduced by the Reynoso’s to achieve their goal of increasing the quantity and variety of brick produced, and to improve its quality by lessening percentage of water absorption and increasing compressive strength to levels that comply with American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) standards. The overall effect has put the Reynoso plant on a technological par (except for gas firing) with the larger, already appropriately mechanized plant of Joel Rodriguez Flores.

At both of these plants, mixed clay is transported by dump truck to roofed molding and drying sheds where bricks are hand-molded and then turned out of the wooden molds onto a level dirt floor. This stage of the process gives each handmade brick – even though thousands are made – a unique form and texture.

The Reynoso family has trained a new generation of brickmakers at the renovated plant, and the expanded workforce has doubled its production to around 60,000 bricks per week. In addition, two older kilns each with a 110,000-brick capacity have been complemented by the construction of two new vault-type kilns with respective capacities of 150,000 and 85,000 pieces. These new kilns were constructed by the Reynosos to avoid certain labor-intensive tasks associated with the traditional vaultless, scovetype kilns. But more important, the family added the new kilns to maximize the heat during firing, to assure more uniform firing temperatures, and to retain more smoke inside the kiln (since there is less airflow) during firing, which also reduces emissions. Again, this innovation gives small producers like the Reynosos advantages long-enjoyed by larger operators like Joel Rodriguez whose plant still has more than double the kiln capacity (more than one million pieces) of their plant (455,000 pieces).

Relatively speaking, of course, given these kiln capacities and the limitations presented by open-air drying, slow firing (up to 15 days per kiln), and hand-molding, the combined output of the two Reynosa plants cannot begin to approach the 46 million pieces produced annually at Acme’s automated soft-mud plant.

Undoubtedly, if O’Neil Ford were alive today, he would be enthusiastic about the enduring hand-molded brick industry in Reynosa and the recent improvements undertaken by the managers of those plants. Likewise, it is reasonable to suppose that Ford would have appreciated Acme’s production of machine-molded brick at its Elgin plant. Ironically, however, competitive pressures combined with lingering inefficiencies and relatively high cost per unit of machine-molded brick led to the conversion this year of Acme’s innovative Elgin soft-mud plant to more cost-efficient and less problematic non-molded, stiff-mud extruder technology. This is a setback to the Texas-based production of roughly textured, capriciously marked, irregularly shaped, adobe-like bricks, but could be a windfall to smaller, non-automated, artisanal plants like those in Reynosa.

Scott Cook is professor emeritus of anthropology at the University of Connecticut and now resides in San Marcos. His most recent book is Understanding Commodity Cultures: Explorations in Economic Anthropology with Case Studies from Mexico was published in 2004 by Rowman & Littlefield. His Mexican Brick Culture in the Building of Texas, 1800s–1980s was published in 1998 by Texas A&M University Press.
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Congratulates Lake/Flato Architects on their Design Award for World Birding Center
THANKS FOR USING MANKO!
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972-263-0006 Fax  www.palestineconcrete.com
Projects by Texas Architects Honored by Brick Institute of America

Two projects by Texas architects are among the winners of the Brick Institute of America’s 2006 Brick in Architecture Awards. Honored as “Best in Class” in the educational category was Oak Park Elementary School (Corpus Christi) designed by Richter Architects with brick manufactured by D’Hanis Clay Products. Also honored with a bronze award in the educational category was Penn State University’s School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture (University Park, Penn.) designed by Overland Partners. The associate architect was WTW Architects and the brick manufacturer was Glen-Gery. For the past 17 years, the Brick Industry Association (BIA) has sponsored the prestigious architectural award programs. As the only national association to represent both manufacturers and distributors, BIA is the authority in the clay brick industry. As such, the Brick In Architecture Awards has become the nation’s premiere architectural award featuring clay brick. Any work of non-residential architecture is eligible if brick is the dominant building material and the project was completed within the last five years. Visit www.bia.org for more information.

New Steel Joist Institute Standard Specifications Catalog Available

The Steel Joist Institute, a not-for-profit organization that sets the standards for the steel joist industry and works closely with major building code bodies helping to develop code regulations regarding steel joists and joist girders, released the newest edition of the Steel Joist Institute’s Specifications, Load Tables and Weight Tables catalog. This 42nd edition is certified by The American National Standards Institute through consensus approval. Designers, detailers, and estimators working with steel joists in new construction can visit www.steeljoist.org to download a free electronic copy. The institute invests in ongoing research related to steel joists and joist girders, and also offers a complete library of publications and other training and research aids.

ASHRAE Updates Existing Buildings Energy Standard

The American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers, Inc. (ASHRAE), an international organization for the advancement of the arts and sciences of heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration, has updated its standard on energy conservation in existing buildings. The updated standard is designed to help owners maximize efficiency by improving operation, maintenance, and energy monitoring. “Energy-saving practices for operation, maintenance, and monitoring are essential for achieving sustainability in existing buildings,” Robert Fuller, vice chair of the Standard 100 committee, said. “It is important to ASHRAE and our members that we continue to provide stringent requirements for energy efficiency, and updating this standard helps us continue to be leaders in sustainability.” ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 100-2006, Energy Conservation in Existing Buildings was updated to bring it in line with other ASHRAE guidance, specifically ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1-2004, Energy Standard for Buildings Except Low-Rise Residential Buildings and the ASHRAE Handbook, HVAC Applications. Other changes incorporated in Standard 100-2006 include updated requirements for compliance that allow for newer technology, such as more efficient lighting, that has been made available since the last update, and a revised bibliography to reflect current documents and new publications. The cost of the Standard 100 is $33 ($26 for ASHRAE members). To order a copy, visit the bookstore at www.ashrae.org.
Tree House Wonderland

Dallas designers channel their inner child through a whimsical competition

by ANDI BEIERMAN

TREE houses have always been structures that beckon the imagination and invite the curious inside to create grand tales and adventures. Now, the Dallas Arboretum invites the world to explore its Ultimate Tree Houses, a juried exhibit featuring innovative designs and modern architectural feats.

Local designers designed and built the tree houses with the same creativity and imagination as they did when they were 10 years old, but with more resources. The competition opened in February, attracting 55 submittals; a jury then chose 13 entries and gave each designer a $2,500 stipend to realize their creations.

The results put a grown-up spin on the conventional notion of the platform-and-rope-ladder model. The designs explore the use of vertical and horizontal space, providing whimsical escapes like a hut made of bamboo, a gigantic pot and watering can, and fabric screens amid branches of one of the arboretum’s oldest trees. Each house directs attention to the tree at its center, and the structures are subjected to the elements.

“The designs really did engage the trees in a creative way,” said Tipton Housewright, AIA. A member of the arboretum’s board, Housewright served as the architectural liaison for the exhibit. “There is a lot of modernism displayed,” he noted, “as well as abstraction and creativity. The use of non-traditional forms and materials make everyone rethink what a tree house might be.”

The Ultimate Tree Houses exhibit runs through Dec. 31. For more information, visit www.dallasarboretum.org.

Andi Beierman is a freelance graphic designer in Austin.
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Permanent School Colors

Brick eliminates tough choices in design, with crisp, colorful options and soothing support for schedule and budget. Rich in history and tradition, liberating in cost and creativity, brick builds better when your trusted source is Blackson Brick Company, Inc.

Tri-State Brick & Tile Co.
Cherry Red Velour

Summit Brick & Tile Co.
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Lakewood Brick & Tile Co.
Adamello Grain
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Allen, Texas
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